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One-dimensional systems with topological order are intimately related to the appearance of zero-
energy modes localized on their boundaries. The most common example is the Kitaev chain, which
displays Majorana zero-energy modes and it is characterized by a two-fold ground state degeneracy
related to the global Z2 symmetry associated with fermionic parity. By extending the symmetry to
the ZN group, it is possible to engineer systems hosting topological parafermionic modes. In this
work, we address one-dimensional systems with a generic discrete symmetry group G. We define a
ladder model of gauge fluxes that generalizes the Ising and Potts models and displays a symmetry
broken phase. Through a non-Abelian Jordan-Wigner transformation, we map this flux ladder into
a model of dyonic operators, defined by the group elements and irreducible representations of G.
We show that the so-obtained dyonic model has topological order, with zero-energy modes localized
at its boundary. These dyonic zero-energy modes are in general weak topological modes, but strong
dyonic zero modes appear when suitable position-dependent couplings are considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
With his seminal work [1], Kitaev gave life to the study
of one-dimensional models with topological order. These
are models displaying degenerate ground states, with-
out any local order parameter able to distinguish them.
Their prototypical example is, indeed, the Kitaev chain,
a fermionic model characterized by the presence of zero-
energy Majorana modes localized at its edges. These
modes commute with the Hamiltonian but anticommute
with each other, thus enforcing a two-fold degeneracy of
the energy spectrum up to exponential corrections in the
system size.
The unpaired Majorana modes in Kitaev’s model are
protected by a global Z2 symmetry, which corresponds to
the conservation of the fermionic parity; once embedded
in a two-dimensional system, these zero-energy modes be-
have like non-Abelian anyons, thus opening an invaluable
scenario for topological quantum computation [2–4].
In the search for richer kinds of non-Abelian anyons,
the Kitaev chain has been generalized to a family of
models with global ZN symmetries [5]. These models
can be build from a nonlocal representation of the chi-
ral ZN Potts model in terms of parafermions, which
are a generalization of the Majorana modes to the ZN
case. Through an iterative procedure, Fendley argued
that these ZN -symmetric chains are characterized by lo-
calized zero-energy parafermionic modes [5] and, conse-
quently, their ground states are N−fold degenerate, up
to exponential corrections due to finite size effects [6–8]
(see also [9]).
Is it possible to generalize further these systems and
build one-dimensional topological models characterized
by an underlying non-Abelian symmetry group? What
are the corresponding zero-energy modes?
These are the questions addressed in this paper. We
will define one-dimensional topological models whose
Hamiltonian is invariant under the action of a discrete
non-Abelian symmetry group G and, based on an it-
erative expansion, we will show the presence of local-
ized zero-energy modes. These zero-energy modes can
be characterized based on their transformation rules un-
der the action of the global symmetry group G; similarly
to anyons in a two-dimensional quantum double model
[10], they will be labeled by both a group element g and
an irreducible representation K of G. For this reason we
call them dyonic zero-energy modes.
Our strategy to build these exotic 1D models with
topological order is inspired by the duality between the
Ising and Kitaev chains and its generalization to the
Potts and parafermionic models: it is known that the Ki-
taev chain can be described in terms of the Ising model
through a Jordan-Wigner transformation mapping spins
into fermions; in the same way, the parafermionic chains
are equivalent to ZN clock models based on a general-
ized Jordan-Wigner (JW) transformation [11, 12]. In
both situations the JW transformation maps a bosonic
(spin or clock) model, characterized by spontaneous
symmetry breaking in an ordered phase, into a model
with topological order built from operators (fermionic
or parafermionic) which do not commute when spatially
separated. The JW transformation is nonlocal and it
maps the degeneracy of the ground states in the ordered
(ferromagnetic) phase of the bosonic models, into a de-
generacy caused by localized zero-energy modes in the
topological models.
Our construction will be based on an analogous map-
ping: we will begin from the “bosonic” side and we will
first define a G−symmetric ladder model, inspired by
quantum double models [10] and lattice gauge theories.
G will be a global non-Abelian gauge symmetry which
will be spontaneously broken, thus resulting in an or-
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2Global symmetry Bosonic model Mapping Topological model Zero modes
Z2 Ising
JW←−→ Kitaev [1] Majorana modes
ZN Chiral Potts
ZN JW←−−−→ Fendley [5] Parafermionic modes
Non-Abelian G Chiral gauge flux ladder
Non-Abelian JW←−−−−−−−−−→ Chiral dyonic model Dyonic modes
TABLE I. The table represents the relation between the topological models by Kitaev and Fendley and their nontopological
counterparts given by the Ising and Potts models. The related Jordan-Wigner mapping preserves the corresponding global
symmetries. The scope of this paper is to define analogous models with a non-Abelian symmetry and verify the existence of
localized zero-energy modes.
dered phase. In this ladder model the ground states
are |G|−fold degenerate, where |G| is the order of the
symmetry group, and they can be locally distinguished.
We will argue that, for chiral models, the ground-state
degeneracy is preserved up to corrections exponentially
suppressed in the system size. Then we will proceed by
defining a non-Abelian JW transformation, which maps
the bosonic “gauge” degrees of freedom into dyonic op-
erators labeled by an element g ∈ G and transforming
under the symmetry group G based on its fundamental
(standard) irreducible representation F .
Based on both a quasiadiabatic continuation and an
iterative construction, we will show that localized dyonic
zero-energy modes emerge in the system and we will in-
vestigate their fusion rules, which can be understood in
terms of the effect of the symmetry transformations and
are consistent with the |G|-fold degeneracy of the ground
state.
Let us summarize the content of this paper. Section
II is devoted to the introduction and analysis of the
“bosonic” gauge-flux ladder model. In Sec. II A, we in-
terpret the Ising and Potts models in terms of flux ladder
models to set the stage for the more complicated non-
Abelian case; Sec. II B introduces the building blocks for
the non-Abelian flux ladder Hamiltonian, which is built
and analyzed in Secs. II C and II D; Sec. II E finally deals
with the example provided by the smallest non-Abelian
group, S3. Section III is dedicated to the construction
of the dyonic model; in Sec. III A, we introduce the JW
transformation for discrete non-Abelian groups and the
resulting dyonic operators which allow us to build the dy-
onic Hamiltonian; in Sec. III B, we define the notion of
topological order for one-dimensional systems with a non-
Abelian global symmetry. Section IV is devoted to the
analysis of the zero-energy modes of the dyonic model;
in Sec. IV A, we show that the dyonic model fulfills the
criteria for topological order and presents protected weak
zero-energy edge modes; in Secs. IV B-IV E, we present
the construction of strong topological zero-energy modes
and we discuss divergences that hinder their appearance
and the conditions the Hamiltonian must fulfill to avoid
these divergences; Sec. IV F analyzes the fusion proper-
ties of the topological modes. Section V discusses further
properties of the family of models we introduced and the
appearance of additional holographic and local symme-
tries in the dyonic Hamiltonian. Section VI presents a
numerical analysis of the lowest energy excitations of the
model for G = S3 in the single-flux approximation. Fi-
nally, in Section VII, we summarize our results and Ap-
pendices provide additional analyses of some technical
aspects.
II. NON-ABELIAN GAUGE FLUX LADDERS
A. Ising and Potts models as gauge-flux ladders
Before beginning the construction of models with non-
Abelian symmetries, it is useful to provide a description
of the Ising and Potts models in terms of gauge-flux lad-
ders for the Abelian gauge groups and summarize some
of their properties. This construction is based on associ-
ating each site of the Ising or Potts models with a rung
in a ladder and interpreting its states in terms of a gauge
degree of freedom related to the Z2 or ZN group. In
particular, let us consider the Ising model:
H = −J
L∑
r=1
σz,rσz,r+1 − h
L∑
r=1
σx,r . (1)
For each site r, we can consider the state |↑〉 as represent-
ing the identity element e ∈ Z2 and the state |↓〉 as the
nontrivial element −1 ∈ Z2. Under this point of view,
the term −Jσz,rσz,r+1 is minimized if the gauge degrees
of freedom in neighboring sites are equal. Therefore, by
interpreting the ladder as a set of plaquettes in a gauge
theory, we can state that this term is minimized if no
gauge flux is present in the plaquette r, such that a hypo-
thetical particle coupled to this gauge degrees of freedom
undergoes a trivial gauge transformation when moving
around the plaquette: a gauge flux thus corresponds to a
domain wall in the usual ferromagnetic description. The
effect of the h term, instead, is to allow for transitions
between the |↑〉 and |↓〉 states. This can be interpreted
as an electric field term in the Z2 gauge theory and it
amounts to a local gauge transformation acting on a sin-
gle gauge degree of freedom. In this work, we will mostly
be interested in the ordered phase J > h of these models.
In such a phase, the term J provides a mass for the Z2
gauge fluxes, whereas the term h nucleates pairs of these
fluxes and constitutes their kinetic energy (see Fig. 1).
The related global gauge symmetry is given by the string
operator Q = ∏r σx,r.
3An alternative interpretation of the Ising model / Z2
gauge-flux ladder is provided by the toric code [10]. The
gauge-flux ladder is a row of the toric code in which all the
horizontal degrees of freedom have been frozen into the
|↑〉 state (corresponding to the identity transformation
in G) and do not appear in the Hamiltonian. Only the
rung degrees of freedom are dynamical and describe the
dynamics of the Z2 magnetic fluxes moving along the
ladder.
The same flux-ladder description can be applied to the
Potts model:
H = −J
L∑
r=1
(
eiφσ†r+1σr + H.c.
)
− h
N−1∑
n=1
L∑
r=1
τnr , (2)
where we introduced the ZN clock operators σ and τ
obeying the commutation rule σrτr′ = e
i 2piN δr,r′ τr′σr and
the relations σN = τN = 1. This model is symmetric
under the global ZN transformations Qk =
∏
r τ
k
r and
can be interpreted as a ZN flux-ladder model with the
magnetic fluxes taking N different values. In the Potts
model, we can associate the N eigenstates |g〉 of the oper-
ator σ, such that σ|g〉 = ei2ping/N |g〉, with the N elements
g of the group ZN ; also in this case, we can interpret the
states of each site as gauge degrees of freedom lying on
the rungs of a ladder. For φ = 0, the J term of the
Hamiltonian is minimized if the gauge degrees of free-
dom of neighboring rungs coincide, thus no domain walls
are present. This corresponds to a situation in which all
the plaquettes host a trivial gauge flux. As in the Ising
case, the gauge fluxes correspond to the domain walls of
the system and they belong to N inequivalent kinds, one
for each element of the group ZN .
Let us consider a single plaquette (see Fig. 1). For
a generic product state |g〉r|f〉r+1, the operator σ†r+1σr
has eigenvalue ei2pi(ng−nf )/N . Therefore this state corre-
sponds to a ZN gauge flux Φ(f−1g) = 2pi(ng − nf )/N
and the J term of the Hamiltonian returns an energy
−2J cos[2pi(ng − nf )/N + φ] which determines its mass.
By embedding the model in a lattice gauge theory, this
gauge flux would correspond to the transformation in
ZN of a hypothetical matter particle moving clockwise
around the ladder plaquette.
Generalizing the Ising case, the h term in the Hamil-
tonian corresponds to the sum of the nontrivial local ZN
gauge transformations that can be applied to each local
gauge degree of freedom. In the gauge theory interpre-
tation it is an energy term associated to the electric field
in the rung. In particular we have τnhr |g〉r = |hg〉r. The
Potts model can thus be interpreted as a ladder of ZN
magnetic fluxes in the spirit of the ZN toric code [13] (see
also [14] for an analogous stripe model).
In the case φ = 0 the system is invariant under both the
time-reversal symmetry τ → τ †, σ → σ† and the space
inversion symmetry τr → τL−r, σr → σL−r, where L is
the system size. This implies that the fluxes Φ(g) and
Φ(g−1) have the same mass. When introducing φ 6= 0,
both the symmetries are violated and the model becomes
 
 
σ σ†  Φ(f  g) τ -2π/N∣ 〉g ∣ 〉f-1 +2π/N
σz σz σx+π +πIsing
Potts
FIG. 1. The Ising (first row) and Potts (second row) mod-
els are interpreted as ZN gauge-flux ladders. The nearest-
neighbor (green) terms assign a mass to the nontrivial gauge
fluxes Φ and can be interpreted as plaquette operators. The
on-site h terms have the effect of adding a pair flux-antiflux
to the neighboring plaquettes: pi fluxes in the Ising case , a
pair of ±2pi/N fluxes in the Potts case.
chiral. In general, for φ 6= 0, the global ZN transforma-
tions are the only nonspatial symmetries preserved and
it was showed that only in this chiral case zero-energy
modes can be stable in the corresponding parafermionic
theory [5]. Therefore, to extend the ZN theory to a non-
Abelian group, we will adopt a similar approach and con-
sider Hamiltonians violating the time-reversal and space-
inversion symmetries.
For both the Ising and Potts models, the phase di-
agram includes an ordered ferromagnetic phase when
J  h and a disordered paramagnetic phase for h  J
(the ZN symmetric models include additional gapless
phases for N > 4). The related symmetries are unbroken
in the paramagnetic phase and become spontaneously
broken for the ferromagnetic phases such that the eigen-
states of the models are, in general, not invariant under
the gauge group ZN . The disorder operator introduces
a domain wall in the system which corresponds with the
gauge-flux in the ladder [11]. We define the disorder op-
erators as the product of local gauge symmetries from
the left edge of the system to the position of the flux:
Lg(r) =
∏
j<r τ
ng
j . These disorder operators are dual to
the order operators σr and, from their product, it is possi-
ble to build the Abelian Jordan-Wigner transformations
mapping the clock into the parafermionic models [5].
B. The rung Hilbert space and operators
The construction of the flux-ladder model is based on
lattice gauge theories and quantum double models [10]
(see also [15]). In particular, we will exploit the formal-
ism adopted for the quantum simulations of lattice gauge
theories (see, for example, the reviews [16, 17]) and we
will adopt the notation developed in Refs. [18, 19] for
their tensor-network study.
Our aim is to define a chiral flux-ladder model invari-
ant under a global gauge groupG, withG being a discrete
4group. In analogy with the previous section, we consider
degrees of freedom associated with the rungs of the lad-
der. Each of these rung degrees of freedom spans a local
Hilbert space of dimension |G|, the order of the group
G, and a basis for the local states in each rung is given
by {|g〉, g ∈ G}. This is the group element basis which
allows us to easily define the gauge-fluxes populating the
plaquettes of the ladder.
For the construction of our model, we want to general-
ize both the τ and the σ operators from ZN to a generic
non-Abelian G. These are extended by defining, for each
rung: (i) local operators θg and θ˜g that implement left
and right local gauge transformations and play the role
of the τ operators; (ii) local matrices Umn of operators
which constitute gauge-connection operators and are as-
sociated to the fundamental irreducible representation F
of G; the operators U generalize the σ operators in the
Potts model.
Based on the group element basis, the previous opera-
tors are defined in the following way:
θg|h〉 = |gh〉 , θ†g|h〉 = |g−1h〉, (3)
θ˜g|h〉 = |hg〉 , θ˜†g|h〉 = |hg−1〉, (4)
Umn|h〉 = Dmn(h)|h〉 , U†mn|h〉 = D†mn(h)|h〉 (5)
for any g, h ∈ G. In Eq. (5), the matrix Dmn(h) is
the unitary matrix which represents the element h ∈ G
in the fundamental representation F of the group. More
generally, DKmn(g) will label the dim(K)×dim(K) unitary
matrix representing the element g in the representation
K of the group; these matrices generalize the Wigner
matrices of SU(2). For any irreducible representation K,
we define operators
UKmn|h〉 = DKmn(h)|h〉 , UK†mn|h〉 = DK†mn(h)|h〉 . (6)
When the irrep index is not specified, the fundamental
representation is assumed.
We observe that all the connection operators U are
diagonal in the group element basis, consistently with our
previous description of the ZN models; furthermore, we
emphasize that UlmU
†
mn = δln1, where 1 is the identity
operator. Hereafter the Einstein summation convention
(summation on repeated indices) is used for the matrix
indices.
The operators θg and θ˜g are unitary operators, which
transform the state |h〉 based on the group composition
rules. In particular, they fulfill θg = θ
†
g−1 and θ˜g = θ˜
†
g−1 .
From the previous relations, it is easy to calculate the
commutators of these operators:
Umnθg = θg[D(g)U ]mn , (7)
Umnθ˜g = θ˜g[UD(g)]mn , (8)
θg θ˜h = θ˜hθg . (9)
Following the convention in Refs. [18], we finally
point out that the matrices DKmn(g) allow us to define
a Fourier transformation that changes the basis for the
rung Hilbert space from the group to the irreducible rep-
resentation basis, and, in particular, from the eigenstates
of U to the eigenstates of θ and θ˜. This unitary transfor-
mation is given by
|Kmn〉 =
∑
g∈G
√
dimK
|G| D
K
mn(g)|g〉 . (10)
For the states |Kmn〉 of this basis, we have
θg|Kmn〉 = DKml(g−1)|Kln〉 , (11)
θ˜g|Kmn〉 = DKln(g−1)|Kml〉 . (12)
To describe the flux ladder model, we label the con-
nection operator by U(r) and the gauge transformations
acting locally on the rung r by θg(r) and θ˜g(r). In par-
ticular, the global left and right gauge transformations
assume the form
Qg =
∏
r
θg(r) , Q˜g =
∏
r
θ˜g(r) , (13)
for any nontrivial group element g 6= e ∈ G, with e ∈ G
labeling the identity element.
Besides the U and θ operators, we introduce for later
convenience the family of “dressed” gauge operators, act-
ing on a single rung:
ΘKg,ac = U
K†
ab θgU
K
bc = θgU
K†
am D
K†
mn (g)U
K
nb . (14)
Hereafter we will use different fonts for the matrix indices
associated to the dressed gauge operators. The operators
Θ appear in the study of bond-algebraic dualities for non-
Abelian symmetric models developed by Cobanera et al.
[22], and obey the same group composition rules of the
gauge operators θg. In particular, it is easy to verify that
ΘKg,abΘ
K
h,bc = U
K†
am θgU
K
mbU
K†
bn θhU
K
nc = Θ
K
gh,ac , (15)
for any irreducible representation K, and
ΘKg,abΘ
K†
g,bc = δac1 ; (16)
from these relations we get, in particular Θ†g = Θg−1 .
From the definition (14), it is easy to derive that the
behavior of the Θ operators under the global left trans-
formations matches the behavior of the gauge operators
θ:
Q†hΘKg (r)Qh = ΘKh−1gh(r) . (17)
For Abelian representations K, Θg is reduced to
θgD
K(g−1).
5FIG. 2. (Top) Graphical representation of the operators in
the flux-ladder Hamiltonian. The nearest-neighbor (green)
terms define HJ and assign a mass to the gauge fluxes: these
terms are plaquette operators built from the connection op-
erators U . The rung θh terms in Hµ modify the fluxes in
the two neighboring plaquettes. Bottom: the dyonic model is
obtained by redefining each rung based on two kinds of oper-
ators, α and β. The Hamiltonians HJ and Hµ act on different
pairs of dyonic operators.
C. The flux Hamiltonian and its symmetries
By exploiting the operators introduced above, we de-
fine the flux-ladder model through the Hamiltonian:
H = −J
(∑
r
Tr[U(r + 1)CU†(r)] + H.c.
)
− µ
∑
r
∑
g 6=e∈G
χA(g−1)θg(r) , (18)
where J and µ are real coupling constants and C is a
unitary matrix responsible for the chiral nature of the
system. In this expression,
χA(g−1) = TrDA(g−1) (19)
labels the character of an auxiliary irreducible represen-
tationA of the group element g. Its role will be important
in the definition of the dyonic topological model and it
will be discussed in detail in Section V.
In the following, we label the first term in the Hamilto-
nian (18) by HJ and the second term by Hµ. In this work
we are mostly interested in the ordered regime J  µ
where HJ dominates and the system presents degenerate
ground states in the thermodynamic limit.
In the following, we discuss the main features of HJ
and Hµ, the role of the C matrix and the symmetries
of the Hamiltonian H. A pictorial representation of the
system is provided in Fig. 2.
1. HJ and the flux masses
The first term in the Hamiltonian (18) is responsible
for the definition of the mass spectrum of the fluxes in
the ladder and it generalizes the J term in the chiral
Potts model (2). Each operator acts on neighboring de-
grees of freedom, therefore it is useful to consider the
two-rung state |gr〉r|gr+1〉r+1: such a state defines a flux
Φ(r) in the rth plaquette which corresponds to the ele-
ment g−1r gr+1 of the group G. In our model, the fluxes
are indeed in one-to-one correspondence with the group
elements, thus, to define their mass, we exploit the con-
nection operators U , which are diagonal in the group el-
ement basis. Analogously to the Kogut and Susskind
formulation of lattice gauge theories [20], we consider
the trace of these operators as a building block for the
masses mg associated to the fluxes. In the simple case of
C = 1, the operator Tr[U(r+1)U†(r)] returns the charac-
ter χF (Φ(r)) of the group element Φ(r) = g−1r gr+1 associ-
ated to the fundamental representation F . The character
is maximized by the identity, thus the trivial flux, but it
cannot distinguish between group elements in the same
conjugacy class, leading to degeneracies in the mass spec-
trum. To avoid these degeneracies, we introduce the uni-
tary C matrix, of dimension given by dim(F )× dim(F ),
such that, in general, we can define nondegenerate flux
masses:
mg = −J
(
Tr [D(g)C] + Tr
[
C†D†(g)
])
. (20)
For our analysis, it will be important to consider the
following conditions on the mass spectrum.
C1: For the sake of simplicity we impose that the mass
of the trivial flux e ∈ G is the lowest. This means
that the ground states of HJ are states with no
fluxes, thus no domain walls in the group element
basis. This condition is not necessary for our re-
sults, but it simplifies our analysis because it im-
plies that the ordered phase is ferromagnetic-like
rather than helical-like. This is analogous to choos-
ing |θ| < pi/3 in the Z3 chiral Potts model.
C2: We impose the mass spectrum to be nondegener-
ate. As we will discuss in the next sections, this is
a necessary but not sufficient requirement for the
definition of strong zero-energy modes in the cor-
responding topological models. This condition im-
plies that we must choose a C matrix such that
Re (Tr[CD(g)]) 6= Re (Tr[CD(h)]) , (21)
for any g 6= h ∈ G.
It is now important to define the left and right global
gauge transformations of the operators in HJ based on
Eqs. (7) and (8):
Q†gTr[U(r + 1)CU†(r)]Qg
= Tr[D(g)U(r + 1)CU†(r)D†(g)] = Tr[U(r + 1)CU†(r)] ,
(22)
Q˜†gTr[U(r + 1)CU†(r)]Q˜g
= Tr[U(r + 1)D(g)CD†(g)U†(r)] 6= Tr[U(r + 1)CU†(r)] .
(23)
6From these equations we see that, in general, HJ is in-
variant under left global transformation but it is not in-
variant under right transformations. This is true if C is
not a multiple of the identity, since the matrices D(g) are
an irreducible representation of the group. The matrix
C breaks the global right gauge symmetry, and this is
a manifestation of the chiral nature of the model. We
observe that, by exchanging the order of C and U(r+ 1)
in the Hamiltonian, we would get a corresponding model
with right rather than left gauge symmetry.
2. About the C matrix
The C matrix is a unitary dim(F ) × dim(F ) matrix
that generalizes the role of the phase eiθ in the chiral
Potts model (2) to the non-Abelian case. By expressing
the matrix C = e−iγjTj as a function of the generators Tj
of U(dim(F )), we see that C is a collection of dim(F )2
parameters. C must be chosen to fulfill the condition
(21) and, a priori, it is not evident that such a matrix
exists for all G. In the following, we provide a geometri-
cal interpretation of C aimed at showing its existence for
groups whose fundamental representation has dimension
2. These include, for example, the group S3, which is
the smallest non-Abelian group. In this case, any matrix
D(g) can be parametrized as a function of four parame-
ters:
D(g) = eiηg,0σ0+i~ηg~σ = eiηg,0 (cos |~ηg|σ0 + i sin |~ηg|ηˆg~σ) ,
(24)
where σ0 is the 2×2 identity, ~σ is the vector of the Pauli
matrices, and ηˆg is the three-dimensional unit vector in
the direction of ~ηg. A similar decomposition holds for
C = e−iγ0σ0−i~γ~σ. We define four-component vectors in
the unitary S3 sphere:
D(g) =
(
cos |~ηg|
sin |~ηg|ηˆg
)
, C =
(
cos |~γ|
sin |~γ|γˆ
)
. (25)
Based on this parametrization, the mass of the g flux is
mg = −4J cos(η0,g − γ0)D(g) · C . (26)
Hence the condition (21), for any g 6= h, becomes
[cos(η0,g − γ0)D(g)− cos(η0,h − γ0)D(h)] · C 6= 0. (27)
We fix a value of γ0 such that cos(η0,g − γ0) 6= 0 for
every g and we define a set of rescaled vectors D′g =
cos(η0,g − γ0)D(g). In particular, if F is orthogonal (as
in the G = S3 case, or any dihedral group), η0,g = 0, pi/2,
and we can choose γ0 = pi/4 such that all the cosines
become 1/
√
2. The equations (27) fix |G|(|G|−1)/2 con-
ditions that the vector C must fulfill: the unit vector C
cannot be orthogonal to any of the vectors defined by the
differences D′g −D′h in (27). Each of these |G|(|G| − 1)/2
vectors define a great circle on the S3 sphere of orthogo-
nal vector. Therefore we conclude that we can choose any
C matrix corresponding to a C vectors on the S3 sphere
that does not belong to any of these great circles. When
C approaches one of these great circles, one of the mass
gap closes, thus violating (21). A similar geometric inter-
pretation can be build for any irreducible representation
in U(N) (see Appendix A).
3. The Hµ term
The Hµ term of the Hamiltonian is meant to provide a
dynamics to the fluxes in the ladder, it does not commute
with HJ and, differently from HJ is diagonalized in the
irreducible representation basis of the rung degrees of
freedom, based on Eq. (11).
We observe that, since θg = θ
†
g−1 , Hµ is Hermitian.
Furthermore, for g = e, the gauge transformation is just
an identity and it provides only an overall energy shift.
Therefore we can choose to include or not this term in
the Hamiltonian.
Hµ is meant to generalize the h term in the Potts model
(2): for A corresponding to the trivial irreducible repre-
sentation, Hµ is the sum of all the possible gauge trans-
formation operators over all the degrees of freedom and
it directly generalizes (2). For a different representation
A, the resulting Hamiltonian is instead related to a more
general form of ZN symmetric models studied in [5].
The Hµ term in the Hamiltonian (18) corresponds to
a projector over the subspace of the states of the rung
r corresponding to the irreducible representation A. We
recall that the projector over a generic irreducible repre-
sentation K is given by
ΠK =
dim(K)
|G|
∑
g∈G
χK(g−1)θg =
∑
mn
|Kmn〉〈Kmn| .
(28)
Such expression is invariant under both left and right
gauge transformations, and Hµ is thus symmetric under
both global transformations. Therefore the (left) set of
transformation Qg corresponds in general to the global
symmetry group for the whole Hamiltonian H when C 6=
1.
The form of Hµ we have chosen in (18) is not the most
general preserving such gauge symmetry. We could ex-
tend Hµ to
H ′µ = −µ
∑
r,Cl
fCl
∑
g∈Cl
θg(r) = −µ
∑
r,A
f ′AΠ
A(r) , (29)
where Cl runs over the conjugacy classes of G, and A runs
over the irreducible representations. For the purpose of
defining a model with topological order, it is sufficient to
consider a single non-Abelian irreducible representation
A as in (18).
74. The symmetries of the system
We have already emphasized that the Hamiltonian (18)
is invariant under the action of the global left gauge
transformation for arbitrary C, whereas the right trans-
formations do not constitute a symmetry of the sys-
tem. Analogously to the Potts case, the matrix C breaks
also the time-reversal and space-inversion symmetries.
The time reversal T transforms the connection and lo-
cal gauge operators in the following way:
T †U(r)T = U†(r) , T †θg(r)T = θg(r) . (30)
Therefore Hµ is time-reversal invariant, whereas it is easy
to verify that HJ is not for any C 6= 1, due to the repre-
sentation F being irreducible. Space inversion P can be
defined by
P †U(r)P = U(L− r) , P †θg(r)P = θg(L− r) , (31)
with L being the system size. Hµ is invariant also
for the inversion transformation, whereas P †HJ(C)P =
HJ(C
†); therefore H is symmetric under P only if C is
Hermitian. For generic unitary C matrices, the system is
invariant neither under P and T , nor under PT . There-
fore we do not expect exact degeneracies in the spectrum
besides the ones dictated by the global symmetries Qg.
Concerning the exact degeneracies of the system
caused by the global gauge group G, each eigenstate
of H must transform under G following one of its irre-
ducible representations. Therefore, in general, the spec-
trum will present exact degeneracies given by the dimen-
sions dim(K) of the group’s irreducible representations.
D. The ordered phase
Let us consider first a system with µ = 0. In this case
the gauge fluxes have no dynamics and we can associate
each state to a collection of fluxes {Φ}. In a ladder of
length L, the spectrum of HJ is given by the energy
levels:
E ({Φ}) =
∑
g∈G
ngmg , (32)
where ng counts how many times the flux g appears in the
set {Φ} for a given state of the ladder, and∑g ng = L−1.
This is analogous to the analysis of the ZN symmetric
case in [9].
When the identity flux is the flux with the lowest
mass (condition C1), HJ presents |G| ground states cor-
responding to ferromagnetic states, i.e. without domain
walls, in the group element basis. We label these ground
states as
||g〉〉 =
⊗
r
|g〉r . (33)
To emphasize the transformation properties of the
ground states under the global symmetries Qg it is conve-
nient to introduce also a representation basis, analogous
to (10), for the ground states,
||Kmn〉〉 =
∑
g∈G
√
dimK
|G| D
K
mn(g) ||g〉〉 (34)
such that
Q†h||Kmn〉〉 = DKmm′(h)||Km′n〉〉 . (35)
When we introduce a weak Hµ perturbation, the exact
degeneracy of the ground states is split: the |G| ground
states are perturbed and separate into a set of families; if
C is not a multiple of the identity, the right gauge sym-
metry is broken and there are dimK families for each
irreducible representation K. Each of these families has
dimension dimK. On the other hand, for a trivial C
matrix, the right gauge symmetry is restored and there
is one family of ground states per irreducible representa-
tion, with dimension (dimK)2.
The states within each family maintain their exact de-
generacy due to the global symmetry, but, for finite-size
systems, small energy gaps are introduced between differ-
ent ground-state families. Similarly to the ZN systems,
this splitting of the energies of the ground-state mani-
fold is exponentially suppressed in the system size and
it is roughly proportional to µL/JL−1. This can be de-
duced by a perturbative approach: in order for the Hµ
perturbation to turn one ground state into another, it
must be applied L times. In this way a flux can be intro-
duced into the system and can propagate from one edge
to the other similarly to the domain walls in the ZN case
[6]. Other terms that introduce multiple fluxes are sup-
pressed by their higher energy. Quantitatively, we find
that the ground state splitting is given by the effective
Hamiltonian:
〈〈gh||H ′||h〉〉
= −
[ (
χA(g−1)µ
)L(
mh−1gh −me
)L−1 +
(
χA(g−1)µ
)L(
mh−1g−1h −me
)L−1
]
,
(36)
where the masses mg are defined in Eq. (20) and are
proportional to J .
The situation is more complicated for the excited
states, in which processes of order lower than L can
cause transitions between different flux configurations,
thus opening gaps that potentially may depend on the
specific states involved and break the |G| quasidegener-
acy of the spectrum.
In particular this may happen between degenerate flux
configurations, which are states with different flux multi-
plicities ng and n
′
g, but the same energy. In [9] it has been
shown that, in the presence of these resonances among
excited states of HJ , there may be perturbation processes
8of low order (namely with an order that does not scale
with the system size) which may split these degeneracies
in the ZN symmetric model (2). Similar processes can
imply that the energy splitting of the excited states is
not exponentially suppressed with the system size in the
non-Abelian model as well.
E. The S3 flux ladder
To exemplify the flux ladder models in Eq. (18) and
verify our analysis of the spectrum of the ordered phase,
we consider the smallest non-Abelian group, namely the
symmetric group S3 of all the permutations of three el-
ements (s1, s2, s3). S3 has six elements and can also be
considered the group of transformations that leave an
equilateral triangle invariant. It is generated by two el-
ements, b and c which satisfy the relations b2 = c3 = e,
where e is the identity element, and bc = c2b.
Using the latter relation one can write every element of
S3 in “normal form”: g = b
ncm. In particular, we choose
b to permute the first two elements, b : (s1, s2, s3) 7→
(s2, s1, s3), and c to cyclically permute the three ele-
ments, c : (s1, s2, s3) 7→ (s3, s1, s2). We denote the rep-
resentations of this group by I and write the representa-
tion matrices as DI . There are three irreducible repre-
sentations of S3: The trivial representation, where each
element is represented by the number 1, the parity rep-
resentation, where elements g = bncm are represented
by (−1)n, and the two-dimensional (fundamental) irre-
ducible representation, which is defined below. We de-
note these representations by I = 1,−1, 2, respectively.
To construct the Hamiltonian we use the fundamental
representation I = 2 for the definition of the operators
U . This representation is a subgroup of O(2) and we
have
D(2)(b) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, D(2)(c) =
1
2
(
−1 −√3√
3 −1
)
.
(37)
One can think of D(2)(c) as the rotation matrix for a
2pi/3 rotation about the z-axis, and D(2)(b) as a two-
dimensional mirror symmetry about the x-axis.
The terms of the Hamiltonian HJ are diagonal in the
group element basis. We decide to work in this basis and
to use, for each rung, the following ordering of the group
elements: {|e〉, |c〉, |c2〉, |b〉, |bc〉, |bc2〉}. The states may be
conveniently expressed in the tensor product structure
|n〉 ⊗ |m〉 ≡ |bncm〉, with n = 0, 1 and m = 0, 1, 2. From
the point of view of the transformations of the equilat-
eral triangle in itself, the states with n = 0 correspond
to the orientation-preserving transformations (rotations),
whereas n = 1 labels the transformation inverting the ori-
entation of the vertices (inversions). In the basis |n〉⊗|m〉
FIG. 3. Maximal splitting of the six ground states in units
of J of the model with G = S3 and µ/J = 0.03, shown on a
semilogarithmic plot. There are four different cases, depend-
ing on the matrix C (see Eq. (40) for the matrix C0) and
the irreducible representation A. In all cases the exponential
decay of the energy splitting with the system size is evident.
FIG. 4. The ground-state splitting in units of J , as a function
of µ/J for seven sites, shown on a logarithmic plot, in the same
cases as Fig. 3. The lines are linear fits based on the points
with lowest µ, and the change of slope for larger values of µ
is a possible signature of phase transitions.
we may write the local gauge transformations as
θb =
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊗ 1, (38)
θc =
(
1 0
0 0
)
⊗
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
+(0 0
0 1
)
⊗
0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 . (39)
All other gauge transformations can be found by compo-
sitions of these.
To illustrate the energy features of the ground state
manifold, we consider the cases C = 1 and C = C0, with
C0 ≡ e
−ipi/4
√
2
(
1 +
i√
3
σx +
i√
3
σy − i√
3
σz
)
. (40)
9The choice C = 1 is the trivial case with fluxes in the
same conjugacy class being degenerate, while C = C0
is a choice that satisfies conditions C1 and C2, and
presents the following mass spectrum in units of J , us-
ing the same ordering of the group elements as above:
{−2, 0, 2, 2/√3, 1− 1/√3,−1− 1/√3}.
We calculated the ground-state energies via exact di-
agonalization as a function of the system size and µ, for
C = 1, C0 and the auxiliary representations A = 1, 2.
Due to the global symmetries, for generic values of the
matrix C and µ J , the six ground states present a de-
generacy pattern 1, 1, 2, 2 corresponding to the nondegen-
erate states ||K = 1, 11〉〉, ||K = −1, 11〉〉, ||K = 2, j1〉〉,
and ||K = 2, j2〉〉 based on their behavior under the sym-
metry group expressed in Eq. (35). For C = 1, when the
right gauge symmetry is restored, the four ground states
with K = 2 become exactly degenerate.
We define the ground-state splitting ∆E as the differ-
ence between the energies of the highest and lowest state
in the ground-state manifold. Based on the perturba-
tive result in Eq. (36), the dominant contribution in this
splitting must scale as ∆E ∝ µ(γµ/J)L−1 for a suitable
numerical coefficient γ. The ground-state splitting ∆E
as a function of L is shown in Fig. 3 for µ = 0.03J .
For all the analyzed cases, we numerically find the ex-
pected exponential suppression of the ground-state split-
ting with the system size. In Fig. 4, we illustrate instead
the ground-state splittings as a function of µ for L = 7.
The power law behavior for small µ is clearly evident.
For all the analyzed cases, the energy splitting approx-
imately behaves like δE ∝ µα with the exponent α in
the range between 7 and 9, compatible with the domi-
nant contribution in Eq. (36). For larger values of µ and
C 6= 1, our numerics suggest a change in the exponent,
signaling a transition into a different phase.
The study of the full phase diagram as a function of
the matrix C and the auxiliary irreducible representation
A is an interesting and highly nontrivial problem, which
goes beyond the scope of this paper. We observe, how-
ever, that for µ →∞, Hµ projects each site on the sub-
space spanned by the states |Amn〉. For A Abelian, this
implies the existence of a paramagnetic phase for µ J
with a nondegenerate ground state. For A non-Abelian,
instead, Hµ presents a ground-state degeneracy, which
grows as (dim(A))2L; these ground states are then split
by the introduction of a weak HJ . Between the regimes
dominated by Hµ and HJ , other phases may be present.
For example, in analogy with the Zn case, we expect
that, for suitable choices of C, critical incommensurate
phases (see, for instance, Refs. [23–26]) and phase tran-
sitions with dynamical critical exponent z 6= 1 [26, 27]
may appear.
III. NON-ABELIAN MODELS WITH
TOPOLOGICAL ORDER
A. The non-Abelian Jordan-Wigner
transformation and the dyonic modes
A model with topological order can be defined by a
nonlocal transformation which maps the flux-ladder op-
erators into dyonic operators, characterized by a group
element g and by the fundamental representation F .
These dyonic operators display nontrivial commutation
relations even when spatially separated, thus they are
nonlocal in the original degrees of freedom of the lad-
der Hamiltonian. In this respect, they constitute a gen-
eralization of the parafermionic operators from ZN to
non-Abelian groups. In the ZN model [5], the defini-
tion of the parafermionic operators is based on a ZN
JW transformation that amounts to the multiplication
of order and disorder operators [11]. The definition of
disorder operators, in turn, can be rigorously based on
a bond-algebraic duality transformation [21]. Inspired
by the bond-algebraic dualities for non-Abelian models
[22], we introduce the following disorder operators for the
non-Abelian flux-ladder, which is defined in terms of the
dressed gauge operators (14):
LAg,a1ar+1(r) = ΘA†g,a1a2(1)ΘA†g,a2a3(2) . . .ΘA†g,arar+1(r)
=
[
r∏
x=1
θ†g(x)
]
U†(1)D(g)U(1)U†(2) . . . U†(r)D(g)U(r) ,
(41)
where we omitted the representation superscript A in the
second row. The string operator L introduces a flux g in
the rth plaquette of the system and returns the matrix
D
(
h−11 gh1h
−1
2 gh2 . . . h
−1
r ghr
)
in the auxiliary represen-
tation A when applied to any state |h1〉1 . . . |hr〉r. These
operators Lg fulfill the following properties for any A:
Lg,ab(r)L†g,bc(r) = L†g,ab(r)Lg,bc(r) = δac1 , (42)
Q†hLg(r)Qh = Lh−1gh(r) , (43)
Lg,a1a2Lg,a2a3 . . .Lg,a|G|a|G|+1 ≡
(
L|G|g
)
a1a|G|+1
= δa1a|G|+11 .
(44)
The last equation is easily proved by considering that,
in the second row of Eq. (41), the gauge operator string[∏r
x=1 θ
†
g(x)
]
commutes with the string of matrix opera-
tors.
We are now ready to define the dyonic operators
through a generalized JW transformation obtained by
the product of order operators U† and disorder operators
L. In full generality, we express the dyonic operators as
αK,Ag,mn,ab(2r − 1) = LAg,ab(r − 1)UK†mn(r) , (45)
βK,Ag,mn,ab(2r) = LAg,ab(r)UK†mn(r) , (46)
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for every g 6= e. These operators carry two pairs of ma-
trix indices, (mn) and (ab), which are associated with the
two irreducible representations K and A respectively. If
we do not specify otherwise, we will consider K = A = F
and we will not specify the irreducible representation su-
perscripts. However, it is necessary to keep the two repre-
sentation distinguished: we adopt different fonts for their
matrix indices and we will label by TrK/A the trace over
the matrix indices of the two irreducible representations,
respectively.
In analogy with the Kitaev and parafermionic chains,
each site r of the flux ladder hosts two kinds of operators,
U and θ, and it is decomposed in this dyonic description
into a pair of sites, 2r−1 and 2r, each hosting the tensors
of operators α and β, living in the odd and even sublattice
respectively (see Fig. 2). In the Abelian case, however,
all the irreducible representations are one-dimensional,
and no tensor structure of this kind appear.
We call these modes dyonic because their transforma-
tion relations under the global gauge symmetries are sim-
ilar to the ones of the irreducible representations of the
Drienfield quantum double of G [10], as can be derived
from Eqs. (7) and (43):
Q†hαg,mn,abQh = αh−1gh,ml,abD†ln(h) , (47)
Q†hβg,mn,abQh = βh−1gh,ml,abD†ln(h) , (48)
for any site r. These relations are obtained by consid-
ering that the disorder operators L are conjugated by
the global symmetry, whereas the operators U transform
following the fundamental irreducible representation F
(or a different irreducible representation K in the most
general case). We also observe that the first operator
α(1) = U†(1) does not have a dependence on any group
element, differently from all the other operators.
Similarly to parafermionic modes, the following rela-
tions hold:
αg,lm,abα
†
g,mn,bc = α
†
g,lm,abαg,mn,bc = δlnδac1 , (49)
βg,lm,abβ
†
g,mn,bc = β
†
g,lm,abβg,mn,bc = δlnδac1 . (50)
The commutation relations between α and β opera-
tors can be obtained from the commutations between
L(r) and U†(r′) and the non-Abelian JW transforma-
tions, but, for general auxiliary representations A, they
do not assume a simple form. In the following, we re-
port the results for the special case of Abelian auxiliary
representations, which offers the possibility of comparing
the dyonic modes to ZN parafermionic modes. When A
is Abelian, we can omit its trivial indices. Collectively
denoting α(x) and β(x) by γ(x) for odd and even x re-
spectively, we get for y > x:
γg,mn(x)γh,pq(y) = γh,pq(y)γhgh−1,ml(x)Dln(h), (51)
γg,mn(x)γ
†
h,pq(y) = γ
†
h,pq(y)γh−1gh,ml(x)D
†
ln(h), (52)
γ†g,mn(x)γh,pq(y) = γh,pq(y)D
†
ml(h)γ
†
hgh−1,ln(x), (53)
γ†g,mn(x)γ
†
h,pq(y) = γ
†
h,pq(y)Dml(h)γ
†
h−1gh,ln(x), (54)
where only the l indices are summed over. The commu-
tation relations for y < x can be derived by conjugation.
The relations for x = y and g 6= h, instead, differ for α
and β operators:
αg,mn(r)αh,pq(r) = αh,pq(r)αhgh−1,mn(r)
= αg−1hg,pq(r)αg,mn(r) , (55)
βg,mn(r)βh,pq(r) = βh,ps(r)D
†
sq(g)βhgh−1,ml(r)Dln(h)
= βg−1hg,ps(r)D
†
sq(g)βg,ml(r)Dln(h) .
(56)
These commutation rules can be seen as a non-Abelian
extension of the parafermionic commutation relations.
For non-Abelian A representations, the algebra of the
dyonic modes is more complicated. Furthermore, differ-
ently from their Abelian counterpart, the dyonic opera-
tors α and β present different algebraic properties. In
particular, for any choice of A, we observe that
αg,m1m2,a1a2αg,m2m3,a2a3 . . . αg,m|G|m|G|+1,a|G|a|G|+1 =
(
α|G|g
)
m1m|G|+1,a1a|G|+1
= δm1m|G|+1δa1a|G|+11 , (57)
βg,m1m2,a1a2βg,m2m3,a2a3 . . . βg,m|G|2m|G|2+1,a|G|2a|G|2+1 =
(
β|G|
2
g
)
m1m|G|2+1,a1a|G|2+1
= δm1m|G|2+1δa1a|G|2+11 . (58)
The tensor of operators β|G| is not proportional to the
identity in general, due to the non trivial commutation
relations between L(r) and U†(r).
The definitions of the α and β modes allow us to ex-
press the Hamiltonian H as a local Hamiltonian of the
dyonic operators. In particular, the following relation
hold for any h ∈ G:
TrA
[
α†h,mn,ab(2r + 1)Cnoβh,op,bc(2r)
]
= Umn(r + 1)CnoU
†
op(r) dim(A) . (59)
Here we are tracing only over the indices of the auxil-
11
iary representation A characterizing the disorder opera-
tors and the effect of this trace is indeed to cancel out the
operators L based on Eq. (42). The product with the
C matrix instead affects the indices of the K represen-
tation. The mapping from the dyonic to the θ operators
instead is based on the following relation:
β†g,lm,ab(2r)αg,mn,bc(2r − 1) = UKlm(r)ΘAg,ac(r)UK†mn(r)
= UA†ab (r)θg(r)U
A
bc(r)D
K
ln(g)
= θg(r)U
A†
ab (r)D
A†
bb′(g)U
A
b′c(r)D
K
ln(g) , (60)
where we applied (7). By taking the trace over A, we get
TrA
[
β†g,lm(2r)αg,mn(2r − 1)
]
= θg(r)χ
A(g−1)DKln(g) .
(61)
Therefore, by taking A = K = F , we can re-express
the Hamiltonian (18) as:
H = − J
dim(F )
(∑
r
TrK TrA
[
α†h(2r + 1)Cβh(2r)
]
+ H.c.
)
− µ
dim(F )
∑
r
∑
g 6=e∈G
TrK TrA
[
β†g(2r)αg(2r − 1)DK†(g)
]
,
(62)
where, in the first term, we can choose any h ∈ G and, in
the second, the dimension of F appears because we have
chosen to adopt a trace to sum over the matrix indices
of the representation K = F in (61). Both HJ and Hµ
are the sum of local commuting operators in terms of
the dyonic modes α and β. See Fig. 2 for a graphical
representation of the Hamiltonian.
We observe that Eq. (60) implies that the operator
Θg is a local operator in the dyonic modes. The opera-
tors θg, instead, can be obtained as a linear function of
β†g(2r)αg(2r−1) only if χA(g−1) 6= 0, as evident from Eq.
(61). Therefore, for a generic choice of the group G and
the auxiliary irreducible representation A, it is possible
that some of the operators θg cannot be defined as local
functions of the dyonic modes. We will discuss in detail
the role of the auxiliary representation A in Sec. V.
B. Topological order
The nonlocal mapping (45) and (46) transforms the
quasidegenerate ground states in the spontaneously
symmetry-broken phase of the flux ladder Hamiltonian
(18) into topologically protected ground states of the dy-
onic Hamiltonian (62). To clarify this point it is useful to
introduce a formal definition of topological order for the
dyonic system, which is able to generalize the notion of
topological order of the Kitaev and parafermionic chains.
We consider a gapped one-dimensional system defined
on an open chain of length L, with a set of orthogonal
quasidegenerate ground states {|ψq〉} whose energy split-
ting decays superpolynomially in the system size. We
define the system topologically ordered if it fulfills the
following conditions.
T 1: For any bounded and local operator V (r), and for
any pair of ground states |ψq1〉, |ψq2〉:
〈ψq1 |V (r)ψq2〉 = V¯ δq1,q2 + c(r, q1, q2), (63)
where r specifies the position of the support of V ,
the constant V¯ does not depend on the ground
states, and c(r, q1, q2) is a function, which decays
superpolynomially with the distance of r from the
boundary of the system (thus with the minimum
between r and L− r).
This condition imposes that no local operator in
the bulk of the system can cause transitions be-
tween the ground states, up to corrections c that
are strongly suppressed with the distance with the
boundary. A typical example may be given by con-
sidering the Kitaev chain in the topological phase
and the annihilation operator of a fermion in the
system: if such operator is applied close to the
boundary, with a considerable overlap with the
zero-energy Majorana modes, then it can cause a
transition between the two ground states; if instead
it is applied in the bulk, with a negligible over-
lap with the exponentially localized zero-energy
modes, then this transition is exponentially sup-
pressed with the distance with the edges.
T 2: Any local observable cannot distinguish the ground
states. To formalize this local indistinguishabil-
ity requirement, we must carefully define what is
the set of operators that constitute legitimate ob-
servables in the presence of a non-Abelian sym-
metry. In the case of fermionic systems, the ob-
servables are Hermitian operators that commute
with the fermionic number; thus they have vanish-
ing matrix elements between states with different
fermionic parities. This property is maintained in
the parafermionic ZN generalization, where the set
of observables is restricted to the set of operators
commuting with the conserved ZN charge and, in
general, with the symmetry transformations [7]. In
the case of a non-Abelian symmetry, the require-
ment of commuting with the whole symmetry group
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is very strong, because the group transformations
themselves do not fulfill it. Therefore it is useful to
weaken this requirement to the purpose of defining
a broader set of observables. Instead of considering
a set of operators which commute with the con-
served charges, we demand that the observables do
not allow for transitions between states transform-
ing under different irreducible representations. For
our purposes, the irreducible representations play
indeed the role of the conserved charges. In par-
ticular, we define two distinct sets of operators we
label with C and C˜.
The set C includes the rank-2 tensor operators OL
that are block diagonal in the irreducible represen-
tation basis and transform under the group sym-
metry by conjugation, such that
QhOLQ†h =
⊕
I
DI(h)OILD
I†(h) , (64)
and
Q˜hOLQ˜†h = OL , (65)
for a suitable decomposition OL =
∑
I O
I
L into
components OIL = Π
IOLΠ
I where I labels the ir-
reducible representations and the projectors ΠI are
defined in (28). As a particular case we observe that
the elements Qg of the symmetry group belong to
C since they fulfill the transformation relations (64)
and (65).
The set C˜ is the right counterpart of C and it in-
cludes the operators transforming as Q˜g. Namely,
C˜ is the set of the rank-2 tensor operators OR trans-
forming by conjugation as
Q˜hORQ˜†h =
⊕
I
DI†(h)OIRD
I(h) , (66)
and
QhORQ†h = OR . (67)
We observe that, for both sets, these operators re-
duce to the set of observables invariant under the
symmetry group in the Abelian case. The non-
Abelian structure of the symmetry group provides
in this case an additional richness to the system
since it is not possible to define a single conserved
charge in the G-invariant models.
Finally, we can define the following condition for
the local indistinguishability of the ground states
in systems with a non-Abelian symmetry group:
for any local observable O(r), belonging to either C
or C˜, and any pair of ground states, the following
equation must be satisfied:
〈ψq1 |O(r)ψq2〉 = O¯δq1,q2 + o(L, q1, q2), (68)
where the parameter O¯ does not depend on the
ground states, and the function o(L, q1, q2) decays
superpolinomially in the system size L.
This condition properly generalizes the requirement
of the local indistinguishability of the ground states
under symmetric observables for the Abelian sym-
metric systems [7] to the non-Abelian case.
Both the conditions T 1 and T 2 are related to the no-
tion of locality and, for the dyonic model, we will consider
an operator local if it can be defined as a function of the
α and β modes in a small (nonextensive) domain.
In the dyonic model, analogously to the flux ladder
model with J  µ, we can label the quasidegenerate
ground states as ||Imn〉〉 based on their transformations
(35) under the global symmetry group. This is indeed a
property that does not depend on the definition of local-
ity and it is not affected by the nonlocal nature of the JW
transformation. In this basis, the matrix 〈ψq1 |V˜ ψq2〉 in
Eq. (63) is diagonal for any operator W which preserves
the symmetry under G, such that [W,Qg] = [W, Q˜g] = 0
for any g ∈ G:
〈〈Imn||W ||Rpq〉〉 ∝WIδRIδmpδnq . (69)
This is analogous to the effect of operators preserving the
fermionic parity in the Kitaev chain and operators pre-
serving the ZN symmetry in the parafermionic chains [7].
For the same reason, any observable O that is invariant
under the action of the symmetry group, presents all the
off-diagonal terms in (68) equal to zero if we choose the
ground-state basis {||Imn〉〉}. For any observable O in
the set C (or in its right counterpart C˜), instead, the ma-
trix 〈〈Imn||O||I ′m′n′〉〉 in Eq. (68) has vanishing entries
for I 6= I ′ but the elements of C and C˜ enable transitions
between m and m′, and between n and n′, respectively.
We conclude that, under this point of view, the condi-
tion T 2 can be considered a stronger condition than its
Abelian counterpart [7].
Both the conditions T 1 and T 2 are intimately related
to the existence of a set of topologically protected zero-
energy modes, localized on the boundaries (or, more ac-
curately, on the interface between gapped topological and
nontopological regions), which transform nontrivially un-
der the symmetry group G. The transitions between
ground states driven by all the local operators V must
be understood in terms of the overlap with these zero-
energy modes, and the local indistinguishability of the
ground states is justified by the fact that these states
differ only by the application of these boundary modes.
In the next section, we will discuss the properties of
these boundary modes and we will show that the dyonic
model fulfills the previous criteria for topological order.
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IV. THE TOPOLOGICAL ZERO-ENERGY
MODES
A. Weak zero-energy modes
The condition T 1 for the system to be topologically or-
dered is the most immediately related to the existence of
zero-energy modes localized on the boundary of the sys-
tem. In general, it is necessary to distinguish two kinds
of topologically protected zero modes and, consequently,
two kinds of one-dimensional topological order [6, 7]. A
system enjoys weak topological order, and it possesses
weak zero-energy modes, if the ground-state manifold is
|G|-degenerate up to an energy splitting which is expo-
nentially suppressed in the system size, whereas we speak
of strong topological order when the whole energy spec-
trum is |G|-degenerate up to exponentially small correc-
tions in the system size.
Therefore the weak topological order is a property
only of the ground states. The excited states may
present no specific regularity in their energy. In the Z3
parafermionic model in proximity of the nonchiral point
in parameter space, for example, it is known that excited
states labeled by different eigenvalues of the symmetries
have relevant energy differences which decay only alge-
braically with the system size [6]. The strong topological
order is instead a property of the whole spectrum.
The strong or weak kind of topological order are re-
lated to the presence of a strong or weak kind of localized
zero-energy modes. Both these kind of modes must fulfill
the following properties.
1. To cause transitions between the quasidegenerate
ground states, these modes must transform non-
trivially under the global symmetries of the Hamil-
tonian. We denote these modes with Γ; in the sim-
plest case, they can be associated to a (nontriv-
ial) irreducible representation K of the symmetry
group G in such a way that
QhΓKQ†h = ΓKDK(h) , (70)
or more general nontrivial transformation relations.
In the ZN Abelian case this requirement reduces
to the condition Q1ΓK = e i2piKN ΓKQ1, where K,
for an Abelian group, can be interpreted simply as
a power, Q1 is the ZN charge of the system and
DK = e
i2piK
N [5].
2. The zero-energy modes must be bounded opera-
tors, localized on the edge of the system (or at an
interface between different gapped phases).
Besides these common requirements, weak and strong
zero-energy modes must respectively satisfy the follow-
ing conditions.
1. Weak topological modes ΓW must satisfy
[ΓW , P0HP0] ≤ γe−L/ξ , (71)
where P0 is the projector operator over the ground-
state manifold, γ is a generic (bounded) operator
acting on the ground-state manifold, L is the sys-
tem size and ξ is a suitable length scale. This re-
quirement imposes that the weak zero modes qua-
sicommute with the Hamiltonian projected on the
ground-state manifold. Therefore, when we con-
sider the subspace of the ground states, the pro-
jected Hamiltonian commutes with the symmetries
Q and quasicommute with the mode ΓW , but ΓW
and Q do not commute with each-other due to the
condition (70). This implies the quasidegeneracy
of the ground-state manifold.
2. Strong topological modes ΓS must satisfy the
stronger requirement
[ΓS , H] ≤ γe−L/ξ . (72)
This requirement, together with (70), implies the
|G|-degeneracy of the whole spectrum up to expo-
nentially suppressed corrections.
Let us discuss how the notion of topological order and
weak zero-energy modes apply to the dyonic system. The
topological order of the model can be easily verified for
the Hamiltonian HJ : the Hamiltonian HJ is a sum of
commuting terms and its |G| ground states ||Imn〉〉 are
determined by imposing that
TrA
[
α†h,m2m3(2r + 1)βh,m1m2(2r)
]
||Imn〉〉
= δm1m3 dim(A)||Imn〉〉 , (73)
for every r and h 6= e. This implies that the bulk prop-
erties of all the ground states are the same. Like in the
parafermionic case, the operators α(1) and βg(2L) do not
appear in HJ and commute with it: this can be derived
by the definitions in (45) and (46). Therefore α(1) and
βg(2L) constitute localized zero-energy modes. Specifi-
cally for the case of HJ , they satisfy the requirements
of strong topological modes, but, analogously to the ZN
case, their strong behavior is not stable against the ad-
dition of a small term Hµ in the Hamiltonian, and in
general they must be considered weak zero modes.
Let us first analyze what happens for the unperturbed
Hamiltonian HJ . The bulk operators by definition are
independent of α(1) and βg(2L), and a generic bulk oper-
ator therefore is either composed only by terms indepen-
dent on the operators ΘAg , like the ones in Eq. (73), or in-
cludes terms which are functions of some of the operators
ΘAg . In the first case, the operator is proportional to the
identity when projected on the ground-state manifold; in
the second, instead, the operators ΘAg introduce domain
walls in the corresponding flux-ladder model, thus com-
pletely driving any ground state into excited states. We
conclude in both cases that bulk operators do not violate
the condition T 1 for topological order.
The ground states cannot be distinguished by observ-
ables that do not involve either α(1) or the operators
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βg(2L). Taken singularly, α(1) and βg(2L) do not allow
us to build nontrivial observables that belong to the set
C (see Eqs. (64) and (65)) or to its right counterpart
C˜. Therefore, operators which are a function of α(1) or
βg(2L) only, do not violate condition T 2.
Hence, the only possible way to build observables in
C or C˜ that distinguish the ground states is to multiply
either α(1) or βg(2L) with suitable bulk dyonic modes.
These additional modes, however, necessarily introduce
domain walls in the model, as it can be seen from the
action of their JW strings in Eqs. (45) and (46) on the
ground states of HJ . Therefore, under the action of these
operators, the ground states are fully transformed in ex-
cited states and the expectation values of the kind (68)
vanish.
The only observables which can distinguish the ground
states and belong to C are the ones build by products
of the form α(1)β†(2L). In particular, for µ = 0, it is
convenient to define the operators
Υg = TrK TrA
[
α(1)β†g(2L)
]
= χA(gL)Qg, (74)
where the last equality can be derived from Eq. (41). Υg
transforms as QhΥgQ†h = Υhgh−1 and it belongs to C.
From these operators it is possible to build observables
that generalize the conserved ZN charge in the Abelian
systems and allow us to distinguish the ground states.
All these observables, though, are crucially nonlocal. We
conclude therefore that also the condition T 2 is fulfilled
by HJ . Hence HJ fulfills the criteria to be topologically
ordered.
We additionally remark that in the flux-ladder model
the symmetry breaking order parameter is provided by
the operators U(r). Such operators are nonlocal in the
dyonic model if and only if the auxiliary irreducible repre-
sentation A is non-Abelian. In the following, we restrict
to this condition, which is necessary to fulfill the crite-
ria T 1 and T 2, thus to have topological order. We will
discuss the nontopological system defined by A being the
trivial representation in Sec. V.
The existence of weak zero-energy modes for the full
Hamiltonian H for µ J can be inferred by a quasiadi-
abatic continuation [28] by following the same procedure
presented in [7] for the ZN symmetric models. In particu-
lar, in the presence of a gap ∆(µ) separating the ground-
state manifold from the excited states, it is possible to
define a quasiadiabatic continuation V(µ), which is a uni-
tary mapping preserving locality and symmetry under
the group G that maps the ground states of HJ into the
ground states of H: ||Imn〉〉µ = V (µ)||Imn〉〉µ=0. There-
fore the continuation V(µ) allows us to map the projec-
tor P (0) over the ground states of HJ into the projector
P (µ) = V(µ)P (0)V†(µ) over the ground-state manifold
at finite µ. Through the continuation V(µ) it is possible
to define the new weak zero-energy modes V(µ)α(1)V†(µ)
and V(µ)βg(2L)V†(µ) and verify that the conditions for
topological order hold also for H as long as the energy
gap ∆(µ) does not close. The arguments presented in
[7] extend straightforwardly to the non-Abelian case and
show the persistence of topological order for the dyonic
mode at finite µ.
By following the approach in [7], we obtain the follow-
ing first-order expression in µ/J for the left weak zero-
energy modes in the case C = 1:
V(µ)α(1)V†(µ) = α(1) + µ
∑
h6=e
TrK,A
[
β†h(2)αh(1)D
K†(h)
]
mh −me
× α(1) (1−DK†(h))+O(µ2
J2
)
, (75)
and an analogous expression holds for the right edge
modes (see Appendix B for more detail). These weak
zero modes depend on the ratio of µ and the energy gaps
mh−me between the ground states and the first excited
states at µ = 0. For µ  min [mh −me], this result
suggests that the weak zero modes survive and maintain
their localization when introducing the Hµ perturbation,
in analogy with the Abelian models [7]. This is consistent
with the perturbative result in Eq. (36).
We notice that the left weak zero-energy mode, orig-
inating from α(1), does not carry a group index, differ-
ently from the right modes, which originate from βg(2L).
This apparent discrepancy is due to the open boundary
conditions we are using in the analysis of our system.
However, we can generalize our investigation by embed-
ding the topological phase in a larger nontopological sys-
tem: in this case, also the weak left zero-energy modes
would acquire a nontrivial JW string, thus acquiring a
full dyonic character like the right modes. In Appendix
C we present the first-order calculation of the left zero-
energy mode at the interface between a nontopological
and a topological region and we verify that the introduc-
tion of this different kind of boundary does not spoil the
localization of the mode.
B. Strong zero-energy modes
So far, we considered only the existence of weak zero-
energy modes. In the following we will investigate un-
der which conditions it is possible to define strong zero-
energy modes. In particular, inspired by the approach
in [5], we will present a constructive iterative technique
for µ  J to build strong zero modes. Such approach
will in general result in unbounded operators that, con-
sequently, do not satisfy the criteria for the definition of
topological modes. We will show however that by mod-
ifying the Hamiltonian (62) and introducing additional
constraints, it is possible to find strong topological modes
on the edges of the system.
Our goal is to derive zero modes of the form
Γ(r) = Γ0 + Γ1 + . . .+ Γr (76)
such that
1. Γx has support on the first 2x + 1 α and β dy-
onic modes starting from the edge. For the zero
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modes localized on the left edge, this implies that
Γx is a function of α(1), β(2), . . . α(2x + 1). In
the right case instead we search for a function of
β(2L), α(2L− 1), . . . β(2L− 2x).
2. The mode Γ(r) must asymptotically fulfill[
Γ(r), H
]
< µρr , (77)
where ρ < 1 is a suitable parameter obtained in
general as a function of µ, J , and C. In this way
the requirement (72) is satisfied for r → L.
3. The zero modes Γ
(r)
g,mn,ab may be characterized by a
group element g, and, analogously to α and β oper-
ators, they are tensors of operators defined by four
matrix indices which in general obey dyonic trans-
formation rules with respect to the K irreducible
representation:
QhΓ(r)g,mn,abQ†h = Γ(r)hgh−1,mm′,abDKm′n(h) . (78)
The indices ab of the auxiliary representation A are
invariant under transformations of the symmetry
group and, in the following, we will omit them.
The requirement (78), analogously to the condi-
tion (70), implies for r → L the quasidegeneracy of
the whole energy spectrum. Furthermore, starting
from the symmetry invariant ground state ||000〉〉
we obtain
Γ(L)g,mn||000〉〉 ∈ Span {||Kpq〉〉, p, q = 1, . . . ,dimK} .
(79)
This implies that the zero modes allow for transi-
tions between ground states ||Rpq〉〉 with different
irreducible representations R. By applying the zero
modes multiple times, the resulting ground states
are defined by the Clebsch-Gordan series of the
group G [29] and we will show that it is possible
to span the whole ground state manifold, thus ex-
tending the behavior of zero-energy Majorana and
parafermionic modes to the non-Abelian case.
In the following we will use Λ(r) to label the strong
zero-energy modes localized on the left boundary of the
system, and Ω
(r)
g to label the ones on the right boundary.
Analogously to their weak counterpart, only the strong
right modes carry a group index. This is again due to the
chosen boundary conditions (see Appendix C for more
detail).
The first step of the iterative procedure is to im-
pose the first term to be the zero-energy mode of HJ .
Therefore we have Λ0 = α(1) and Ωg,0 = βg(2L) for
the left and right boundary respectively. In this way
[Λ0, HJ ] = [Ωg,0, HJ ] = 0.
Let us consider the right boundary as example. Fol-
lowing [5], we define the commutator
C1(g) ≡ [Ωg,0, H] = [Ωg,0, Hµ] . (80)
C1 is of order µ and it transforms under the symmetry
group as Ωg,0 = βg(2L), from which it inherits the dyonic
character:
QhC1(g)Q†h =
[
QhΩg,0Q†h,QhHµQ†h
]
=
[
Ω0,hgh−1D(h), Hµ
]
= C1(hgh
−1)D(h) . (81)
The next step is finding an operator Ω1,g obeying the
above conditions such that
[Ω1,g, HJ ] = −C1(g) . (82)
In this way we get
[Ω0,g + Ω1,g, H] = C1 − C1 + [Ω1,g, Hµ] ≡ C2. (83)
In general, Ω1,g is of order µ/J and, due to the Hamilto-
nian being symmetric, it is always possible to define it in
such a way that it obeys the same transformation rules
of Ω0,g. In general, at each iteration step we evaluate the
commutator Cr(g) =
[
Ω
(r−1)
g , H
]
and we construct the
corresponding operator Ωr,g such that
[Ωr,g, HJ ] = −Cr = − [Ωr−1,g, Hµ] . (84)
The resulting operators Ωr,g are suppressed by a factor
of order (µ/J)r.
This procedure guarantees the fulfillment of the con-
straints (77) and (78) and, as we will show in the follow-
ing, of the localization constraint. In the following sec-
tions we will express all the zero-energy modes in terms
of the operators θg and U to exploit their commutation
relations. It is important to stress, however, that the re-
sulting modes Λ and Ω are localized based on the notion
of locality obtained by the dyonic operators α and β.
C. Iterative procedure for strong modes on the left
boundary
The starting point for the left strong zero mode is Λ0 =
α(1) = U†(1) and we have:
C1 = [Λ0, Hµ] = µ
∑
h1 6=e
χA(h−11 )[U
†(1), θh1(1)]
= −µ
∑
h1 6=e
χA(h−11 )θh1(1)U
†(1)(D†(h)− 1). (85)
We must identify an operator Λ1 with support on
α(1), β(2) and α(3), such that its commutator with HJ
cancels C1. We observe thatHJ commutes with any func-
tion of the operators U , therefore we may assume that
Λ1 inherits a factor U
†(1)(D†(h)−1) from C1. Hence we
adopt the following ansatz for Λ1:
Λ1 =
µ
J
∑
h1 6=e
F1(h1)χ
A(h−11 )θh1(1)U
†(1)(D†(h1)− 1),
(86)
where F1 is a function only of the operators U(1), U(2)
and the matrices D(h1), in such a way that [F1, HJ ] = 0.
The commutator [Λ1, HJ ] gives
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[Λ1, HJ ] = µ
∑
h1 6=e
F1(h1)χ
A(h−11 )
[
θh1(1),Tr[U(2)CU
†(1)] + H.c.
]
U†(1)(D†(h1)− 1)
= µ
∑
h1 6=e
F1(h1)χ
A(h−11 )
(
Tr[U(2)CU†(1)(D(h1)− 1)] + H.c.
)
θh1(1)U
†(1)(D†(h1)− 1), (87)
which is equal to the desired value −C1 when we take
F1(h1) =
(
Tr[U(2)CU†(1)(D(h1)− 1)] + H.c.
)−1
. (88)
In the group element basis, the operator F1 always cor-
responds to the inverse of the difference of two different
flux masses (20), since h1 6= e. Therefore, in order to
obtain a bounded operator Λ1, it is necessary to choose
a matrix C such that all the flux masses in the model
are different (condition (21)). Hence, similarly to the
Abelian case [5], it is necessary to break the chiral sym-
metry in order to have strong zero-energy modes.
In the second iterative step, the commutator C2 gives
C2 = −µ
∑
h2 6=e
χA(h−12 )[Λ1, θh2(1) + θh2(2)]. (89)
It is convenient to split this commutator into two pieces,
C2 = Cin,2 +Cout,2, representing the contributions given
by the term in θh2(1) and θh2(2) respectively. These two
terms of C2 are defined on different supports: Cout,2 in-
cludes all the dyonic modes up to β(4) whereas Cin,2 has
support only up to α(3). Based on this difference, we can
distinguish two contributions also for the operator Λ2 =
Λin,2+Λout,2, such that
[
Λin/out,2, HJ
]
= −Cin/out,2. The
operator Λin,2 defines the inner part of Λ2, with support
up to α(3), thus with the same support of Λ1; Λout,2,
instead, is the outer part and it includes all the terms of
Λ(2) that extend its support to α(5).
This distinction between inner and outer contributions
can be extended to all the iteration levels and, in general,
we have
Cout,n = −µ
∑
hn 6=e
χA(h−1n ) [Λn−1, θhn(n)] , (90)
Cin,n = −µ
∑
i<n
∑
hi 6=e
χA(h−1i ) [Λn−1, θhi(i)] . (91)
Correspondingly, we define Λn = Λin,n+Λout,n such that[
Λin/out,n, HJ
]
= −Cin/out,n . (92)
The operator Λout,n includes all the outer terms with
domain extending from α(1) to α(2n+ 1), whereas Λin,n
includes the inner terms with the same domain of Λn−1.
At the nth level of iteration both Λout,n and Λin,n appear
to be of order (µ/J)
n
, therefore only the outer modes
define the spatial penetration of the zero-energy modes
in the bulk.
Let us focus first on the calculation of the outer modes:
in the second iteration step, Λout,2 is determined from the
commutator Cout,2 in Eq. (90). The only part of Λ1 that
doesn’t commute with θh2(2) is F1 (see Eq. (86)), and
we denote [F1, θh2(2)] = F˜1θh2(2). Concretely,
F˜1(h1, h2) =
(
Tr[U(2)CU†(1)(D(h1)− 1) + H.c.]
)−1 − (Tr[U(2)CU†(1)(D(h1)− 1)D†(h2) + H.c.])−1 , (93)
which implies
Cout,2 = −µ
2
J
∑
h1,h2 6=e
χA(h−11 )χ
A(h−12 )F˜1(h1, h2)θh1(1)θh2(2)U
†(1)(D†(h1)− 1) . (94)
Similarly to the first step, we assume that the outer mode Λout,2 takes the form
Λout,2 =
(µ
J
)2 ∑
h1,h2 6=e
χA(h−11 )χ
A(h−12 )F˜1(h1, h2)F2(h1, h2, h3)θh1(1)θh2(2)U
†(1)(D†(h1)− 1) , (95)
where we introduced a new function of the U operators F2(h1, h2, h3). By taking
F2 =
(
Tr[U(2)CU†(1)(D(h1h−12 )− 1) + H.c.] + Tr[U(3)CU†(2)(D(h2)− 1) + H.c.]
)−1
, (96)
we ensure that [Λout,2, HJ ] = −Cout,2. From this expression we deduce that the condition
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(21) on C is not strong enough to guarantee the exis-
tence of the strong zero-energy modes. This condition
only ensures that each term in (96) do not cancel in-
dividually, but they may still cross cancel. This hap-
pens when the action of h1 and h2 results in a swap of
the gauge fluxes in the first two plaquettes of the ladder
model. For instance, F2|g1, g2, g3, . . .〉 is singular when
h2 = g2g
−1
1 g2g
−1
3 and h1h
−1
2 = g1g
−1
2 g3g
−1
2 . For a given
group G, these two equations will be compatible with
the requirement h1, h2 6= e for some state, thus causing
a divergence of the operators F2 and Λ2. To avoid this
problem, we can introduce a suitable position dependence
in either the parameters J or C; we will discuss the prob-
lem of the possible divergences of the zero-energy modes
in Sec. IV D, based on the final result for Λout,n.
When calculating Cout,3 by computing [Λ2, θh3(3)],
only F2 is modified by the action of θh3(3), and we define
a new function F˜2 analogously to the previous term. In
general, all the outer modes follow the same pattern and,
at the nth iteration step, we can define
Λout,n =
(µ
J
)n ∑
h1,...,hn 6=e
χA(h−11 ) . . . χ
A(h−1n )F˜1 . . . F˜n−1Fnθh1(1) . . . θhn(n)U
†(1)(D†(h1)− 1), (97)
where
Fn(h1, . . . , hn)
≡
(
1
J
[HJ , θh1(1) . . . θhn(n)]θ
†
h1
(1) . . . θ†hn(n)
)−1
=
(
n∑
r=1
Tr[U(r + 1)CU†(r)(D(hrh−1r+1)− 1) + H.c.]
)−1
,
(98)
with the constraint hn+1 = e. The function F˜ is defined
in turn as
F˜n−1(h1, . . . , hn) = Fn−1 − θhn(n)Fn−1θ†hn(n) . (99)
From the following expression, it is easy to verify that
the operator Λout,n is a function of the dyonic modes from
α(1) to α(2n + 1) based on the relations (59,61), which
map all the operators of the flux-ladder Hamiltonian into
local combinations of the dyonic modes. A similar result
is obtained for the inner modes (see Appendix D) which
display similar terms with suitable modifications of the
F and F˜ functions.
D. Divergences of the strong modes and
space-dependent Hamiltonians
The previous expressions we derived for the strong
zero-energy modes are ill-defined at all the iteration or-
ders after the first. There are two kinds of divergences
that affect the operators Fn and F˜n entering in the defini-
tion of Λout,n. Let us analyze for simplicity the case of Fn
defined in Eq. (98), since F˜n is given by the difference of
two analogous operators, and the same conclusions hold
for both. For ease of notation we adopt J = 1 and µ 1
in the following analysis.
Given a state of the flux ladder |ψ〉 = |h1 . . . hn〉,
the denominator of Fn returns the difference of the HJ
eigenenergies of |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉 = ∏n−1r=1 θ†hr (r)|ψ〉. This de-
nominator can become zero in two different cases: (i) ψ
and ψ′ are characterized by different sets of gauge fluxes
{Φ} and {Φ′} but their energy is the same; (ii) ψ and
ψ′ are defined by two different permutations of the same
gauge fluxes, thus {Φ} = {Φ′}.
The case (i) corresponds to resonances of the kind∑
g
ngmg =
∑
g
n′gmg . (100)
with {ng} 6= {n′g}. This kind of resonance corresponds
to the same divergences met in the Abelian Z3 model an-
alyzed in [9] and, in general, it hinders the formation of
strong modes for large system sizes, although their effects
is usually relevant only at large energies. To avoid this
kind of resonance, in principle, we could strengthen our
requirement C2 on the C matrix by imposing that the
C matrix must be such that all the flux masses mg are
incommensurate with each other. In this case the condi-
tion (100) can never be fulfilled, although the difference
between the energies of the two fluxes configurations can
be arbitrary small for sufficiently long systems. In partic-
ular, we can estimate that the energy splitting becomes
smaller than a quantity  at order O(1/f(|G|)) of the
iteration process, where f is a suitable function of the
group order only. This kind of splitting implies that the
norm of the strong mode contribution Λn behaves like
∼ nf(|G|) [(|G| − 1)µ/J ]n, thus displaying an exponen-
tial decay for large n. Therefore we conclude that, under
the previous incommensurability assumption for the flux
masses, strong zero-energy modes are, in general, not
critically affected by this kind of resonance.
The case (ii) is characteristic of the non-Abelian groups
only. For the Abelian models, the requirements h1 6= e
and hn+1 = e in Eq. (98) would imply that the sets of
fluxes defining |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉 cannot be the same. This
does not hold for non-Abelian groups because, by chang-
ing the order of the fluxes in the ladder, it is possible to
modify the total flux Φtot = g
−1
1 gn+1. Therefore there
can be choices of h1, . . . , hn and of the state ψ such that
ψ and ψ′ share exactly the same fluxes, {Φ} = {Φ′}. We
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emphasize, however, that the resonances of kind (ii) re-
quire that ψ and ψ′ present at least two nontrivial fluxes.
If we assume that ψ and ψ′ are both states with a sin-
gle nontrivial flux of the kind Φ(g), a divergence would
entail that Φtot = Φ
′
tot = Φ(g), but this is impossible
since Φtot and Φ
′
tot differ by an overall multiplication of
the nontrivial group element h1. We conclude that, sim-
ilarly to the ground states, also the single-flux states are
protected against this kind of divergence.
For multi-flux states, the resonances of the case (ii) are
unavoidable in uniform systems. To obtain well-defined
strong zero-energy modes is thus necessary to consider
adding a position dependence to the Hamiltonian pa-
rameters. We decide, in particular, to focus on the case
of a space dependent J of the form Jr = (1 + ηr) with
|ηr|  min [|mg −mh|] for g, h ∈ G. To show that strong
zero-energy modes can indeed exist in such a situation,
we consider the fine-tuned case ηr = η0/2
r. In this situ-
ation the maximum value of Fn is
max [Fn] =
2n
2∆η0
, (101)
where we labeled the minimum of the absolute values of
the differences between two flux masses with ∆. This
value is reached when all the group elements hk are the
same for k < n − 1, such that the first n − 2 terms in
Eq. (98) cancel, whereas hn−1 and hn are chosen to
exchange the last two fluxes. In a similar configuration,
it is possible to check that all the denominators assumed
by the operators F˜r with r < n are out of resonance, thus
bounded by |F˜r| < 2/∆ without any dependence on the
η coefficients. We conclude that
∑
h1...hn 6=e
|F˜1| . . . |F˜n−1||Fn| < 1
4η0
(
4
∆
)n
. (102)
Therefore, for µ/∆ < (4 (|G| − 1))−1, the strong zero-
energy mode is exponentially suppressed in the bulk of
the system.
This result is achieved through an exponential fine-
tuning of the coupling constants, however, we expect that
the zero-energy modes exist also for disordered setups, in
which the parameters ηr become random variables with
a suitable distribution. This corresponds to assigning
a small random contribution to the flux masses which
depends on the plaquettes of the model, thus avoiding
the possibility of resonances of the second kind.
The inner terms of the strong zero-energy modes do
not introduce additional resonances and, therefore, do
not qualitatively modify the general decay behavior of
the modes we discussed (see Appendix D).
E. Iterative procedure for strong modes on the
right boundary
The construction of the strong zero-energy mode Ωg
localized on the right boundary of the system is very
similar to the left modes, except for the fact that it carries
a JW string LAg and, consequently, a group index.
The starting point is Ωg,0 = βg(2L) = LAg (L)UK†(L).
It is important to notice that the full JW string LAg (L)
commutes with all terms in the Hamiltonian: it is easy to
prove that
[LAg (L), HJ] = 0; concerning the commutator
with Hµ, instead, it is useful to rewrite Hµ as a sum of
projectors ΠA(r) over the auxiliary representation (see
Eq. (28)) and exploit the relation
[
Θg(r),Π
A(r)
]
= 0.
Therefore LAg (L) is a symmetry of the system, and the
iterative definition of the right modes can proceed in the
same way of the left modes. We define the commutators
C1(g) = [Ωg,0, Hµ]
= −µLAg (L)U†(L)
∑
h1 6=e
χA(h−11 )θh1(L)(1−D(h1)),
(103)
and we build the first-order correction of the strong
mode:
Ωg,1 =
− µ
J
LAg (L)U†(L)
∑
h1 6=e
χA(h−11 )P1θh1(L)(1−D(h1)) ,
(104)
with
P1 =
(
Tr
[
U(L)CU†(L− 1) (D†(h1)− 1)]+ H.c.)−1 ,
(105)
such that [Ωg,1, HJ ] = −C1(g).
Also, in this case, it is convenient to distinguish inner
and outer contributions of the operators, where the outer
contributions are the ones defining the decay in the bulk
of the system:
C2(G) = [Ωg,1, Hµ] = Cin,2(g) + Cout,2(g) (106)
with
Cout,2(g) = −µ
[
Ωg,1,
∑
h2
χA(h2)θh2(L− 1)
]
= −µ
2
J
LAg (L)U†(L)
∑
h1,h2
χA(h1)χ
A(h2)P˜1θh1(L)θh2(L− 1)(1−D(h1)),
(107)
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where
P˜1(h1, h2) = [P1, θh2(L− 1)]θ†h2(L− 1) =(
Tr
[
U(L)CU†(L− 1) (D†(h1)− 1)]+ H.c.)−1 − (Tr [U(L)CU†(L− 1)D(h2) (D†(h1)− 1)]+ H.c.)−1 , (108)
and the corresponding outermost term at second order is
Ωg,out,2 = −µ
2
J2
LAg (L)U†(L)
∑
h1,h2
χA(h1)χ
A(h2)P˜1P2θh1(L)θh2(L− 1)(1−D(h1)). (109)
The general construction of all the iterative terms in the right modes follows from the one for left modes with a
suitable substitution of the functions F and F˜ with their right counterparts P and P˜ :
Ωg,out,n =
(µ
J
)n
LAg (L)U†(L)
∑
h1,...,hn 6=e
χA(h−11 ) . . . χ
A(h−1n )P˜1 . . . P˜n−1Pnθh1(L) . . . θhn(L−n+1)(1−D(h1)), (110)
where
Pn(h1, . . . , hn) ≡ J
(
HJ − θh1(L) . . . θhn(L− n+ 1)HJθ†h1(L) . . . θ
†
hn
(L− n+ 1)
)−1
, (111)
and
P˜n(h1, . . . , hn+1) = Pn − θhn+1(L− n)Pnθ†hn+1(L− n) .
(112)
It is easy to observe that these operators are local in the
dyonic modes: they all result proportional to βg(2L) and
all the terms in the sum in Eq. (110) can be expressed
as products of dyonic operators through Eqs. (59) and
(61). The operators P and P˜ are subject to the same
kind of divergences of their left counterparts and an anal-
ogous space dependence of the coupling constant J can
be adopted to achieve the exponential suppression of the
right modes in the bulk.
F. Properties of the dyonic zero-energy modes
The strong zero-energy dyonic modes are character-
ized in general by the irreducible representation K, which
determines the transformation relation (78) through the
matrices DK(h), and by the group index g which appears
in the right modes through the operator LAg in (110). A
group index characterizes also the left modes at the in-
terfaces with nontopological regions of the system (see
Appendix C), however, for simplicity, we will restrict our
analysis to the uniform case with open boundaries.
The commutation relation between left and right
modes is given by
Λm1m2Ωg,m3m4 = Ωg,m3m4Λm1m′2D
K†
m′2m2
(g) , (113)
up to corrections exponentially suppressed in the system
size. Here and in the following we will explicitly write
only the indices related to the representation K, since
the auxiliary representation indices are left invariant un-
der this commutation. The commutation relation (113)
corresponds to the commutation relations between α(1)
and βg(2L) and it generalizes the commutation relations
of Majorana and parafermionic zero-energy modes to the
non-Abelian case. It can be derived by observing that
all the contributions of Λ and Ω are proportional to α(1)
and βg(2L) respectively; thus, Eq. (113) results from the
commutation between the factor α(1) and the JW string
in the factor βg(2L). Other corrections may appear in
the commutation relation due to the overlap of the zero
modes for µ 6= 0, but they are all of order (µ/J)L.
It is important to observe that the zero-energy modes
Λm1m2 and Ωg,m1m2 do not exhaust all the possible lo-
calized zero modes of the model. Different localized zero-
energy modes are generated by multiplying left or right
modes with each other. This additional modes are as-
sociated, in general, with irreducible representations of
the group G different from K, therefore, in the follow-
ing, we will label left and right modes by Λm1m2(I) and
Ωg,m1m2(I) with I belonging to the irreducible represen-
tations of G. The zero modes built in the previous section
correspond to the case I = K.
The analogy with Majorana and parafermionic modes
suggests that also the dyonic modes can be considered as
extrinsic topological defects with projective non-Abelian
anyonic statistics [30, 31] and their algebra provides in-
formation about the corresponding fusion rules. Let us
consider first the products obtained by multiplying dif-
ferent left modes:
Λm1m2(K)Λm3m4(K) ; (114)
this is the product of two rank-2 operators which trans-
forms following the irreducible representation K under
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global gauge symmetries:
QhΛm1m2(K)Λm3m4(K)Q†h
= Λm1m′2(K)Λm3m′4(K)D
K
m′2m2
(h)DKm′4m4(h) . (115)
To understand the nature of this operator, we exploit the
Clebsch-Gordan series relation [29]:
DI1m′2m2
(h)DI2m′4m4
(h)
=
∑
I,n,n′
〈I1m′2I2m′4|In′〉〈In|I1m2I2m4〉DIn′n(h) . (116)
Here we introduced the notation 〈I1m′2I2m′4|In′〉 and
〈In|I1m2I2m4〉 for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the
group and their conjugate respectively. By combining the
previous two equations we get:
QhΛm1m2(K)Λm3m4(K)Q†h
=
∑
I,n,n′,m′2,m
′
4
Λm1m′2(K)Λm3m′4(K)
× 〈Km′2Km′4|In′〉〈In|Km2Km4〉DIn′n(h) .
(117)
This demonstrates that the product of two zero-energy
modes Λ is a linear superposition of operators transform-
ing according to the irreducible representations I allowed
by the Clebsch-Gordan series. Therefore, in general, we
must define a family of zero-energy operators localized
on the left edge, Λn1n2(I), such that
Λm1m2(I1)Λm3m4(I2)
=
∑
I,n1,n2
〈I1m1I2m3|In1〉〈In2|I1m2I2m4〉Λn1n2(I) ,
(118)
and
QhΛmn(I)Q†h = Λmn′(I)DIn′n(h) . (119)
Based on this transformation relation, we obtain that,
starting from the gauge-invariant ground state ||000〉〉,
the ground state Λ†mn(I)||000〉〉 = ||Imn〉〉 will transform
as Qh||Imn〉〉 = DI†mm′(h)||Im′n〉〉.
From Eq. (119) it is also easy to show that Λ|G|(I) is
invariant under the symmetriesQh. Therefore, for any ir-
reducible representation I and any ground state ||Rmn〉〉
we obtain Λ|G|(I)||Rmn〉〉 ∝ ||Rmn〉〉. This suggests that
the operators Λn1n2(I) behave like the dyonic operator
αK=I(1).
The situation is more complicated for the right modes:
also in this case we can consider modes associated with
any irreducible representation I, but, with respect to the
left modes, we must account also for the group element
conjugation in (78) and the indices of the irreducible rep-
resentation A:
QhΩg,m1m2,ab(I1)Ωk,m3m4,cd(I2)Q†h
=
∑
I,n,n′,m′2,m
′
4
Ωhgh−1,m1m′2,ab(I1)Ωhkh−1,m3m′4,cd(I2)
× 〈I1m′2I2m′4|In′〉〈In|I1m2I2m4〉DIn′n(h) . (120)
From this relation we deduce that Ωg(I1)Ωk(I2) is indeed
proportional to
∏
r θ
†
kg(r) and can be decomposed into a
linear superposition of dyonic operators associated to the
irreducible representations I. For non-Abelian auxiliary
representations, however, the set Ωg(I) does not exhaust
all the possible right zero-energy modes due to the non-
trivial composition of the disorder operators LA. More-
over, given the previous composition rule for g = k, it is
possible to show that the modes Ωg(I) behave like the
operators βK=Ig (2L), and, in particular Ω
|G|2
g (I) ∝ 1I1A
is a symmetric operator, similarly to Eq. (58).
The previous rules dictate how left modes fuse with left
modes, and right modes with right modes. Concerning
the fusion of a left with a right mode, it is convenient to
introduce the operator
Υ(g) ≡ TrK
[
Λ(K)Ω†g(K)
]
(121)
where the indices of the auxiliary representation do not
play any fundamental role. These operators generalize
(74) to the general case with µ 6= 0. Their transformation
under the symmetry group results in
QhΥ(g)Q†h = Qh TrK
[
Λ(K)Ω†g(K)
]Q†h
= TrK
[
Λ(K)Ω†hgh−1(K)
]
= Υ(hgh−1) . (122)
The operators Υ(g) extend the usual idea of ZN par-
ity from the Abelian to the non-Abelian case: in anal-
ogy with the gauge transformations Qg themselves, they
transform under conjugation and they belong to the class
of operators C characterizing the condition T 2 for topo-
logical order. In particular, the operators Υg are block
diagonal in the irreducible representation basis and can
be decomposed in the following way:
Υ(g) =
∑
I,m,n
DI∗mn(g)Υ˜(I)m,n , (123)
with Υ˜(I)m,n = υI
∑
l |Iml〉〈Inl| (where υI are suitable
constants) and
QhΥ˜(I)Q†h = DI(h−1)Υ˜(I)DI(h) . (124)
The decomposition (123) can be considered the fusion
rule for left and right zero modes: Υ(g), which plays
the role of their operator product, results in a set of fu-
sion channels in one-to-one correspondence with the ir-
reducible representations I of the group, which can be
schematically represented as
Λ× Ω = ⊕I ΞI . (125)
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Each channel ΞI has a quantum dimension given by
dim(I)2, such that, in total, we can attribute the quan-
tum dimension
√|G| to the zero-energy mode Λ(K) and
Ω(K). This is analogous to the case of Majorana and
parafermionic zero modes.
We observe that the decomposition (123) holds true
independently of our choice of the irreducible represen-
tation of the zero modes Λ(I) and Ω(I): our defini-
tion of Υ(g) can indeed be extended to the operators
Υ(I, g) ≡ TrI
[
Λ(I)Ω†g(I)
]
. These operators behave un-
der gauge transformations in the same way, and can be
decomposed in terms of the same operators Υ˜(R).
It is possible to extend our analysis also to the case
of a topological region embedded in a nontopological en-
vironment (see Appendix C). In this situation, the left
modes acquire a group index too, and the operators Υ(g)
must be defined by contracting Λg and Ω
†
g taken with the
same group index. In this way, the JW strings LAg can-
cel outside the topological region, and all the previous
observations still hold.
This situation is analogous to the study of twist de-
fects in symmetry-enriched phases with topological order
[32–34]. Majorana and parafermionic modes behave like
twist defects in the Z2 and ZN toric codes, respectively
[32, 34]; this suggests that the dyonic modes in the sys-
tem (62) may be interpreted as twist defects in a suitable
two-dimensional topological system. The requirement of
combining Λg and Ω
†
g corresponds to having two twist de-
fects with opposite flux which identify a g-defect branch
line [32], and, in this scenario, the study of the topological
and braiding properties of the dyonic zero-energy modes
must be framed in a G-crossed braided tensor category
theory [32].
V. THE ROLE OF THE AUXILIARY
REPRESENTATION
The analysis of the topological models in Eq. (62) cru-
cially relies on the choice of the group G and of the aux-
iliary irreducible representation A. The auxiliary repre-
sentation A enters the definition of the disorder operators
LA, which, in turn, define the dyonic modes (45,46). Be-
cause we define locality through the dyonic modes α and
β, the selection of A directly determines which operators
are local in the dyonic model.
The connection operators U(r) constitute order pa-
rameters able to distinguish the ground states of the
flux-ladder Hamiltonian (18) in its ferromagnetic phase.
Importantly, these operators are nonlocal in the dyonic
modes if and only if the irreducible representation A is
non-Abelian. This implies that, in case of an Abelian rep-
resentation A, the topological order of the system (62) is
lost.
The operators Θg(r), instead, are always local in terms
of the dyonic modes (see Eq. (60)). Furthermore, from
Eq. (61), we obtain that also the operators θg(r) are
local, provided that χA(g−1) 6= 0. For χA(g−1) = 0,
instead, θg may be local or nonlocal depending on the
group properties. This is related to certain additional
symmetries which may appear in the flux-ladder Hamil-
tonian (18) for particular combinations of G and A, as
for example, the choice G = S3 with its non-Abelian ir-
reducible representation A = 2.
In the following we will first examine the features of the
systems with a trivial auxiliary representation A, which
exemplifies what happens for all the Abelian auxiliary
representations, then we will consider in more detail the
case of non-Abelian irreducible representations A with
elements with vanishing character χA(g−1) = 0.
A. Trivial auxiliary representations: absence of
topological order and appearance of holographic
symmetries
In the case of an Abelian auxiliary representation A,
the Hamiltonian (62) loses its topological order. This is
due to the properties of the Jordan-Wigner strings LA.
For A Abelian and irreducible, the matrices DA in (41)
become just phases. The composition rules of the dis-
order operators then simplify, LAg1LAg2 = LAg2g1 , thus we
obtain
U†(r) = βhg−1(2r)β
†
h(2r)βg(2r) . (126)
This relation is fulfilled because the Abelian JW strings
in the β modes annihilate. Eq. (126) proves that the
operators U†(r) are local in the dyonic operators, and,
from these operators, it is possible to build local opera-
tors and observables that violate both the conditions T 1
and T 2 for topological order.
On the contrary, when A is non-Abelian, the only com-
binations of JW strings which allow for their annihilation
are given by Eqs. (42,44) and it is impossible to find op-
erators local in the dyonic modes that return U†(r).
Let us focus on the trivial case A = 1 such that
LAg (r) =
∏r
x=1 θ
†
g(x), without additional indices related
to the auxiliary representation. In this case we obtain
the apparent inconsistency:
βkg−1(2r)β
†
k(2r) =
r∏
j=1
αg(2j − 1)β†g(2j) ; (127)
this relation is paradoxical because the left-hand-side is a
local operator, expressed as a function of β’s only, but it
is equivalent to a nonlocal string operator when expressed
in terms of both β’s and α’s. This contradiction is solved
by taking into account that, for A = 1, the operators α
and β are not independent from each other. In particular,
it is possible to express any operator α as a function of
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the operators β:
α(1) = βk˜h˜−1(2)β
†
k˜
(2)βh˜(2) , (128)
αg(2r − 1)
= βk(2r − 2)β†kg−1(2r − 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lg(r−1)
βhg−1(2r)β
†
h(2r)βg(2r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
U†(r)
,
(129)
for r > 1 and any arbitrary choice of h˜, k˜, h, k 6= e such
that h˜ 6= k˜ and k, h 6= g.
Eqs. (128) and (129) allow us to solve the apparent
inconsistency of Eq. (127): for the sake of simplicity
we can take k = h = k˜ and h˜ = g; in this case it is
easy to see that the right-hand-side of Eq. (127) reduces
telescopically to the left-hand side, thus verifying its local
nature in terms of the β operators.
We conclude that, for the case A = 1, the notion of
locality must be based on the β operators only: the α
operators can be expressed as local combination of the
β operators and all the Hamiltonian terms are local in
turn. Based on this notion of locality, also the symmetry
operators Qg become localized:
Qg = βkg−1(2L)β†k(2L) , (130)
for an arbitrary k 6= g, e. This relation establishes a
mapping from the global (thus nonlocal) gauge symmetry
in the flux-ladder Hamiltonian (18), to a set of symmetry
operators localized on the last site of the system (62).
This is an example of holographic symmetry [42].
As a result, all the operators of the form (130) are lo-
calized and exact zero-energy modes of the Hamiltonian
(62), independently on the values of µ, J or C. Therefore,
it is possible to identify the behavior of any eigenstate of
the system under the symmetry group G just by consid-
ering expectation values of suitable observables localized
on the last site, thanks to Eq. (130). This also im-
plies that any local perturbation of the form Qg(2L) can
split the ground state degeneracy of the system in the J-
dominated phase. For example, by exploiting the projec-
tor (28), we can build the following symmetry-invariant
operator, which separates in energy the gauge-invariant
ground state ||000〉〉 from the others:
Π
(1)
tot = −
∑
g∈G
Qg . (131)
This perturbation splits the ground-state degeneracy, de-
spite preserving the group symmetry. We observe, how-
ever, that the holographic zero-energy modes can be used
to build observables that determine only the global be-
havior under the symmetry transformation (as in the
case of the total fermionic parity in the Kitaev chain);
when considering a nonuniform system with alternating
µ−dominated and J−dominated segments, the number
of degenerate ground states scales with the number of
interfaces and the holographic modes cannot distinguish
all the ground states.
B. Non-Abelian auxiliary representations and
additional symmetries
For a non-Abelian group G and a non-Abelian auxil-
iary representation A, in general, there will be a set of
conjugacy classes such that the character χA vanishes for
their elements. Let G0 denote the set of group elements
g with vanishing character χA(g−1):
G0 = {g ∈ G s. t. χA(g−1) = 0} , (132)
and by Gc0 its complement:
Gc0 = {g ∈ G s. t. χA(g−1) 6= 0} . (133)
For all the elements g˜ ∈ G0, θg˜ does not appear in the
gauge-flux Hamiltonian (18). Furthermore, θg˜(r) can-
not be expressed simply in terms of the trace over A of
β†g˜(2r)αg˜(2r−1), because the right-hand side of Eq. (61)
vanishes.
Depending on the choice of G and A, we must distin-
guish two cases: (i) Gc0 is not a proper subgroup of G;
(ii) Gc0 is a proper subgroup of G.
An example of the kind (i) is the S4 group, corre-
sponding to the 24 orientation-preserving symmetries of
the cube, associated with its fundamental representa-
tion A = 3 of dimension 3. When Gc0 is not a proper
subgroup, the elements of G0 can be generated by the
products of elements of Gc0. Therefore, in case (i), all
the operators θg(r) can be expressed in a local form in
terms of the dyonic modes: for g ∈ Gc0, it is enough
to apply Eq. (60); for g˜ ∈ G0, instead, we can express
g˜ = g1 . . . gl with all the gi’s belonging to G
c
0; in this way
θg˜(r) = θg1(r) . . . θgl(r) results from the product of the
local terms θgi and it is local in turn.
The case (ii) can be exemplified by the group S3 with
its fundamental representation A = 2 (and analogously
by all the groups Dn). In this case, the operators θg˜(r)
with g˜ ∈ G0 cannot be obtained in this way because
Gc0 is closed under composition. This implies that the
operators θg˜(r) are not local operators as a function of
the dyonic modes. Therefore, adding to the Hamiltonian
small perturbations that include the operators θg˜(r) may
in general destroy the topological order.
Furthermore, in case (ii), the system acquires addi-
tional local symmetries. To examine the appearance of
these symmetries, it is useful to consider the flux-ladder
Hamiltonian (18). The operators θg˜(r) (with g˜ ∈ G0) do
not appear in the Hamiltonian and cannot be obtained
as products of the other operators θg. Let us consider
the unitary operator
V (r) = exp
i ∑
g˜∈G0
α(r)|g˜(r)〉〈g˜(r)|
 . (134)
This is a U(1) local transformation that multiplies the
wavefunction by a phase eiα(r) if the rth rung is in a state
belonging to G0. It is easy to see that V
†(r)HV (r) = H:
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V (r) is diagonal in the group element basis, it triv-
ially commutes with HJ and, in case (ii), there are no
terms in the Hamiltonian mixing the states in G0 and
Gc0 due to G
c
0 being closed under composition. There-
fore there is an extensive set of conserved quantities
Q(r) =
∑
g˜∈G0 α(r)|g˜(r)〉〈g˜(r)| which split the Hilbert
space in 2L subspaces. In each of these subspaces the
Hamiltonian has a reduced global symmetry group Gc0
rather than the full symmetry group G.
In the case G = S3 and A = 2, for example, the degrees
of freedom |m〉 and |n〉 introduced in Sec. II E decouple:
the conserved charges Q(r) correspond to the n = 0, 1
degrees of freedom and the dynamics in each subspace is
characterized by an Abelian Z3 symmetry generated by
the global c transformations only. The global b transfor-
mations, instead, map a subspace into its complementary
with charges 1−Q(r).
In this case (in a system with open boundary condi-
tions) the left zero-energy modes Λ and their weak coun-
terpart do not include any of the operators θh˜(r) with
h˜ ∈ G0 and act only within a single subspace. Their role
becomes analogous to the Z3 parafermionic zero modes.
The right zero modes Ωg˜ and their weak counterparts,
instead, map a subspace into its complementary through
the JW string in Eq. (110). In case (ii), therefore, it is
possible to decompose the dyonic modes into the prod-
uct of Z3 parafermionic zero modes with Z2 operators.
An analogous situation is verified for any group Dn with
A = 2. We conclude, therefore, that the groups Dn are
unsuitable to study the genuine non-Abelian nature of
the zero-energy dyonic modes.
The groups with non-Abelian irreducible auxiliary rep-
resentations of the kind (i), instead, offer the suitable
playground to study the topological ordered phases of
the dyonic models in their full extent.
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE SINGLE-FLUX
SUBSPACE FOR THE GROUP S3
In this section we numerically investigate some of the
features of the system for the specific case of the S3 flux
ladder introduced in Section II E: we discuss the roles of
the matrix C and the auxiliary irreducible representation
A in the spectrum of the lowest excited states and in the
definition of the strong zero-energy modes.
We follow the approach presented in [6] for Abelian
symmetries, and we restrict our analysis to the subspace
of the states with a single-flux excitation in the ladder.
This is a strong limitation in the study of the overall
system, but, despite that, it is useful to verify some of
the analytical results of the previous sections and to in-
vestigate the onset of resonances in the first step of the
iterative definition of the strong zero-energy modes in
Eqs. (86,88).
For small values of µ/J , the energy spectrum of the
single-flux excitations presents |G|−1 energy bands, each
associated with one of the nontrivial fluxes g ∈ G of the
model. Each energy band includes (L − 1) × 6 states,
corresponding to the choice of the plaquette r of the flux
g and the background group element h, namely the state
of the last rung of the ladder. We can represent a basis of
the single-flux states based on the domain-wall picture:
|g, h, r〉 = |hg〉1 . . . |hg〉r|h〉r+1 . . . |h〉L , (135)
with g 6= e.
The flux-ladder Hamiltonian, projected into the single-
flux subspace, includes three contributions related to the
masses of the fluxes (20), their kinetic energy, and the
boundary terms of the system. We label these contribu-
tions by M,K and B respectively, such that
Hsf = M +K +B , (136)
with
〈g1, h1, r1|M |g2, h2, r2〉 = δg1,g2δh1,h2δr1,r2mg−12 , (137)
〈g1, h1, r1|K|g2, h2, r2〉
= δg1,g2δh1,h2δr1±1,r2
[−µχA(g±12 )] , (138)
〈g1, h1, 1|B|g2, h2, 1〉
= δh1,h2(1− δg1,g2)
[−µχA(g2g−11 )] , (139)
〈g1, h1, L− 1|B|g2, h2, L− 1〉
= δh1g1,h2g2(1− δg1,g2)
[−µχA(g1g−12 )] . (140)
The resulting spectrum is characterized by three differ-
ent energy scales. The largest energy scale is determined
by the differences of the masses mg in Eq. (20), which
establish the gaps among the energy bands in the limit
µ→ 0. The second energy scale is related to the kinetic
energy of the fluxes and is approximately proportional to
µ/L; it defines the typical energy gaps appearing within
each band in finite size system as effect of the dispersion
of the fluxes. Finally, the smallest energy scale is given
by the splitting of the quasidegenerate states correspond-
ing to the same fluxes but different backgrounds and it
is determined by the effect of the boundary terms.
The scaling of the smallest energy splitting is related to
the onset of resonances that hinder the formation of the
strong zero-energy modes. In a system with well-defined
strong zero-energy modes, all the states must be |G|-fold
degenerate up to exponentially suppressed corrections in
the system size. If the splitting among quasidegenerate
states decays in a slower way with L, therefore, no strong
zero-energy modes can be present in the system.
Analogously to the Abelian case [6], we expect in gen-
eral a large splitting of the |G|-plets of quasidegenerate
states in regions of the spectrum in which at least two
different bands overlap. The most common scenario is
that the related splitting may decay algebraically in the
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system size, as in the case of the nonchiral Z3 model [6].
This is due to the effect of the boundary terms: the term
(140) allows for transitions between states with different
fluxes and different backgrounds, whereas the term (139)
allows for transitions between states with different fluxes
and the same background. The combined action of the
both of them, therefore, couples states with the same
flux and different backgrounds, thus splitting the |G|-
plets. This effect, though, is exponentially suppressed
in the system size if there is an energy gap between the
bands of different fluxes (as it can be derived through
perturbation theory) and it becomes relevant only when
two energy bands overlap. Stronger modifications of the
spectrum may also occur in the presence of more over-
lapping band.
In the following, we analyze the case G = S3 and we
verify that, indeed, in the presence of overlapping bands,
the splitting of the 6-plets of quasidegenerate single-flux
states does not decay exponentially with the system size.
On the contrary, for well-separated bands, such splitting
decays exponentially. We observe that the exponential
decay of the single-flux splitting is certainly not sufficient
to assess the presence of strong zero-energy modes: It is
only related to the absence of resonances between states
with a single flux. This implies, for example, that the
first order of the iterative procedure (86) is well-defined,
but it does not provide information about the presence
of resonances at higher orders.
We analyze the spectrum of the single-flux Hamilto-
nian (136) for different two different choices of matrix C
and the auxiliary representation A.
A. Case A = 1
We begin by analyzing the single-flux Hamiltonian in
the case of trivial auxiliary representation A = 1. This
case is nontopological, as discussed in Sec. V A, but it
provides an example of the general behavior of the single-
flux energy bands.
For C = 1, the S3 model displays only two single-
flux energy bands due to the degeneracy of the masses
of the fluxes corresponding to the rotation (c and c2)
and inversion (b, bc and bc2) elements of the groups. The
doubly degenerate rotations have mass mc = 2J , whereas
the three-fold degenerate inversions have mass mb = 0
[see the definition (20) and the matrices (37)]. Both the
bands acquire a bandwidth proportional to µ due to the
kinetic energy K.
The spectrum for C = 1 is represented in Fig. 5 (a).
The lowest (inversion) band includes 18(L − 1) states
corresponding to the six different backgrounds h in (135)
and the three degenerate fluxes at mass 0. Some of these
states are localized at the edges of the system and they
include, for instance, the separate branch at the bottom
of the band with a 12-fold degeneracy. The remaining
states, instead, can be distinguished into families of 18
states with a degeneracy pattern 8-8-2, except for the 24
FIG. 5. (a): Spectrum of the single-flux Hamiltonian for
C = 1 and A = 1 for 19 sites. The bottom band consists of
the group elements containing inversions, and the top band
consists of the rotation fluxes. The branch separating from
the lower band consists of 12 exactly degenerate states. (b):
Energy splittings in the middle of the two bands for varying
system sizes, shown on a logarithmic plot. The red squares
indicate splittings between the last set of eight and two de-
generate states in the 18-plet in the middle of the lower band,
and the brown triangles indicates splittings between the last
four and two degenerate states in the 12-plet in the middle
of the upper band. In both cases the energy splitting decays
roughly as 1/L. The splitting between other sets of adjacent
degenerate states behave similarly throughout the band.
state closest to the upper edge of the band, which are
instead orgainzed in the degeneracy pattern 8-8-8. For
C = 1, indeed, the first order resonances in (86) hin-
der the formation of strong modes, and the states in the
lowest band are not arranged in the typical 6-plets. Our
numerical analysis shows that both the splitting of the
energies within and between the 18-plets of states decay
algebraically and approximately as 1/L in the system size
[see Fig. 5 (b)].
The upper band is constituted by the two degenerate
rotation fluxes. In this case, the spectrum displays fami-
lies of 12 states with a typical degeneracy pattern 2-4-4-2,
and again all energy differences inside and between these
12-plet families decay algebraically [see Fig. 5 (b)].
To split the degeneracies of these the single-flux en-
ergy bands for small values of µ/J we introduce a C
matrix that fulfills conditions C1 and C2. In particular,
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we choose
C1 ≡ e
−ipi/4
√
2
(
1− i√
3
σx +
i√
3
σy +
i√
3
σz
)
. (141)
The corresponding masses (in ascending order) are
{−2,−2/√3,−1 + 1/√3, 0, 1 + 1/√3, 2}, and we have
chosen this matrix in such a way that the gap between
the trivial and the first excited fluxes is larger than the
gap between the first and second excited fluxes. In this
way the predictions of the single-flux Hamiltonian are
more accurate for what concerns the lowest band since
the transitions with the ground-state manifold and the
two-flux states are less relevant than the boundary-term
mixing between the first two bands.
The five resulting single-flux bands are well separated
for small µ [see Fig. 6 (a)] and all the states are now
organized into 6−plets separated by gaps scaling as µ/L
due to the kinetic energy.
For small µ, in the regions where the bands do not over-
lap, we observe an exponential decay of the splitting of
the 6-plets with the system size [see Fig. 6 (b)]. The
C1 matrix removes the resonance at the first level of it-
eration in the definition of the strong-zero energy modes
and, consequently, the single-flux spectrum behaves as in
the presence of strong modes (whereas states with more
than one flux are subject to higher-order resonances).
When we consider larger values of µ and we study the
spectrum of the states in a region with two overlapping
bands, however, a weaker decay reappears [see Fig. 6 (c),
which approximately shows an algebraic decay] and the
division into 6-plets is no longer precise.
B. Case A = 2
True topological order is expected to arise when A is
non-Abelian, and therefore we consider the case A = 2
(the case A = −1 is analogous to A = 1). For the group
S3, though, the choice A = 2 implies that no operator θgb
corresponding to the inversion group elements appears in
the Hamiltonian, since they have vanishing character in
that representation. Consequently, the single-flux inver-
sion bands become flat. This can be seen for both C = 1
(Fig. 7) and C = C1 (Fig. 8).
For C = 1, the system displays a dispersing band cor-
responding to the degenerate rotation fluxes, and a flat
band corresponding to the zero-energy fluxes. Two sets
of edge modes branch from the inversion band, with en-
ergy 2µ and −µ, as an effect of the boundary terms T .
The degeneracy structure of the rotation band is
slightly different from the A = 1 and C = 1, as the states
in this band are 4-fold degenerate with the exception of
the states at the edges of the band displaying a 2-fold
degeneracy. The splitting between the 4-fold degenerate
states is algebraic in the system size [see Fig. 7 (b)].
For C = C1, instead, the five bands are well separated.
The bands corresponding to the inversions are still dis-
persionless and, also in this case, branches of edge modes
FIG. 6. (a): Spectrum of the single-flux Hamiltonian for C =
C1 and A = 1 as a function of µ/J for 19 sites. The bands are
nondegenerate by construction of C1. (b): Energy splitting
∆E in units of J as a function of system size L, shown on a
semilogarithmic scale; its exponential decay is evident. The
splitting is taken between the six quasidegenerate states in
the middle of the bottom band at µ = 0.15 [red square in
(a)]. (c): Splitting as a function of system size L shown on a
logarithmic plot and taken within a region of overlap between
the bottom and next-lowest band at µ = 0.3 [brown triangle
in (a)]. The splitting decays approximately algebraically, and
we conclude that the zero-energy modes are weak.
depart from them [see Fig. 8 (a)]. The behavior of the
rotation bands is analogous to the case A = 1; the states
are arranged in 6-plets and, for values of µ such that these
two bands do not overlap, their splitting is exponentially
suppressed in the system size.
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FIG. 7. (a): Spectrum of the single-flux Hamiltonian for C =
1 and A = 2 for 19 sites. At µ = 0, the states associated with
the inversions have zero energy (lowest band). These fluxes
have no dynamics in the bulk. At the boundary, however, they
mix and the boundary states acquire a finite energy when µ
is increased. The energies of these edge states are given by
the eigenvalues of the boundary terms (139) and (140): six
states acquire the energy E = 2µ and 12 states the energy −µ.
These values are indicated by the straight orange lines. (b):
Energy splitting ∆E in units of J shown on a logarithmic plot.
The splitting is taken between two sets of 4-fold degenerate
states in the middle of the top band at µ = 0.15 (red square
in the top panel). The splitting is algebraically suppressed in
the system size. We conclude that the zero-energy modes are
weak.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we defined two models with a global non-
Abelian group symmetry. The first is the chiral ladder
model for gauge fluxes in Eq. (18). Based on our assump-
tions on its parameters, this model displays a ferromag-
netic symmetry broken phase with |G| degenerate ground
states. The second is the model (62) built through dy-
onic operators whose properties are determined by the
symmetry group. The two models are unitarily equiv-
alent through a nonlocal Jordan-Wigner transformation
based on the non-Abelian group G. Such transforma-
tion maps the ferromagnetic phase of the ladder model
into a phase of the dyonic model that displays topolog-
ical order and weak zero-energy dyonic modes localized
on the boundary of the system. This is analogous to the
FIG. 8. (a): Spectrum of the single-flux Hamiltonian for
C = C1 and A = 2 for 19 sites in units of J . The flat
bands correspond to the inversions, and the branches sepa-
rating from these bands correspond to boundary states. In
analogy to the situation in Fig. 7, these boundary states
have energies derived from (139) and (140) (orange curves),
which are not linear in µ in this case. (b): Energy splitting
∆E of two 6-plets in the middle of the two rotation bands
at µ = 0.4 (red square and brown triangle in the top panel)
shown on a logarithmic plot. ∆E is exponentially suppressed
in the system size in both cases.
topological one-dimensional chains of Majorana [1] and
parafermionic [5] modes and our construction generalizes
these systems and defines a new kind of one-dimensional
topological order based on discrete non-Abelian symme-
try groups.
To examine the properties of the dyonic model, we ex-
tended the definition of one-dimensional topological or-
der (see, for example, Ref. [7]) to systems with non-
Abelian symmetries. The appearance of topological or-
der in the dyonic model crucially relies on the notion of
locality determined by the dyonic modes. For this pur-
pose, the Jordan-Wigner transformation adopted for the
definition of the dyonic modes must rely on an auxiliary
irreducible representation A, which must be non-Abelian.
In case of Abelian auxiliary representations, the dyonic
model displays holographic symmetries.
We examined the weak localized dyonic topological
modes appearing in the system through a quasiadiabatic
continuation technique and we presented a constructive
approach to investigate the appearance of strong zero-
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energy modes. We showed that the definition of strong
modes is in general flawed by divergences originating
from two kinds of resonances between excited states:
besides the resonances appearing in the study of the
Abelian models [6, 9], the non-Abelian dyonic and ladder
models suffer from the degeneracy of states characterized
by different permutations of the same set of gauge fluxes.
This hinders the formation of strong zero-energy modes
unless these degeneracies are removed through the in-
troduction of coupling constants with a weak position
dependence.
The gauge-flux ladder models have been inspired by
lattice gauge theories and quantum double models. They
may display, in general, very rich phase diagrams and it
is possible to envision schemes for their quantum simula-
tion in ultracold atom setups based on the protocols de-
veloped for the quantum simulation of lattice gauge the-
ories [16, 17] (see, for example, the proposal [35] for the
simulation of systems with S3 symmetry). The realiza-
tion of the dyonic model, instead, must rely on topolog-
ical systems in higher dimensions with one-dimensional
edge states with the required G symmetry. Based on
matrix-product-state results in Refs. [37–39], it is in-
deed possible to show that there cannot exists a purely
one-dimensional realization of these gapped topological
phases of matter.
The systems we built are based on discrete symmetry
groups. We observe, however, that the flux-ladder model
can be extended to truncated Lie groups through suitable
modifications of the operators U in the Hamiltonian (18)
[18] (see Ref. [36] for the specific SU(2) case), and we
can envision extensions to quantum groups as well. The
generalization of the dyonic models to these scenarios
is an interesting open problem which may connect our
model to different systems of interacting anyons.
Finally, we point out that the dyonic modes we de-
fined constitute a particular one-dimensional realization
of the extrinsic anyonic twist defects studied in the con-
text of two-dimensional symmetry-enriched systems with
topological order [32–34]. Based on the analogy with
quantum double models, we suppose that their projec-
tive non-Abelian braiding statistics is universal for a suit-
able choice of the symmetry group. The braiding of
dyonic modes can be studied by embedding the dyonic
models in appropriate tri-junction geometries or two-
dimensional systems, thus extending the known results
for parafermionic modes [40, 41].
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Appendix A: The C-matrix in high-dimension
representations
In the main text we proved the existence of a unitary
matrix C satisying Eq. (21) when the representation ma-
trices DF (g) of G belong to U(2). In this section we will
extend the proof to the case with DF (g) ∈ U(N). We
will exploit the decomposition U(N) = U(1) × SU(N),
implying that any matrix U ∈ U(N) is generated by a
phase and the generators of SU(N). SU(N) in turn is
generated by N2−1 traceless, Hermitian matrices Ta sat-
isfying [Ta, Tb] = i
∑
c fabcTc, where fabc are the structure
constants of SU(N). These matrices Ta satisfy
TaTb = δab1 +
1
2
N2−1∑
c=1
(ifabc + dabc)Tc , (A1)
such that we can write
DF (g) = eiηg,01eit~ηg·~T = eiηg,01
(
dg,01 + ~dg · ~T
)
. (A2)
Here dg0 and
~dg are in general complicated functions of
~ηg and the structure constants. For simplicity, let us
consider the case C ∈ SU(N). We can write
C = v01 + ~v · ~T . (A3)
From (A1) we see that
Kg = Tr
(
CDF (g)
)
= eiηg,0
(
Nv0dg,0 +N
∑
i
vidg,i
)
= ND(g) · C, (A4)
where the N2 dimensional vectors are defined in analogy
with the two-dimensional case:
D(g) = eiαg0
(
dg,0
~dg
)
, C =
(
v0
~v
)
. (A5)
Since
1 =
1
N
Tr[C†C] = |v0|2 +
∑
i
|vi|2 = ||C||2, (A6)
the vector C lies on the (N2 − 1)-sphere. The condition
Kg 6= Kh amounts to(D(g)−D(h)) · C 6= 0, (A7)
and the demand that this holds for all g 6= h gives at
most n = |G|(|G| − 1)/2 vectors which C cannot be or-
thogonal to, or in other words, there are n great circles
on the (N2−1)-sphere which C cannot lie on. For all the
vectors C that do not belong to these great circles, the
corresponding matrix C satisfies the condition (21). If
we include a general overall phase to the matrix C, this
does not affect v0 and ~v, hence the conditions (A7) are
unaffected and the extension to C ∈ U(N) is straightfor-
ward.
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Appendix B: Quasiadiabatic continuation of the weak zero-energy modes at first order
By applying the quasiadiabatic continuation technique [7, 28, 43], we evaluate the first order correction of the
weak zero-energy modes of HJ after the introduction of a small perturbation Hµ such that µ  J . We consider for
simplicity the case C = 1.
For the left edge, the unperturbed zero energy mode is α(1). We will calculate V(µ)α(1)V†(µ) where the unitary
operator V(µ) is defined as the path ordered evolution
V(µ) = Texp
[
i
∫ µ
0
D(µ′) dµ′
]
(B1)
generated by the operator
D(µ) = −i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt eiHtF (∂µH) e−iHt . (B2)
In the previous relation, H = HJ + Hµ and the function F is meant to introduce suitable filter functions [43],
depending on the different kinds of excitations of the ground states, to cut off the time the time evolution of ∂µH for
large |t|. In particular we adopt
F (∂µH) = −
∑
r
∑
h 6=e
F [(mh −me)t]χA(h−1)θh(r) , (B3)
where mg labels the flux masses (20) and F (t) is an imaginary, odd and analytical filter function such that its Fourier
transform results in
F˜ (ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dt eiωtF (t) ≈ − 1
ω
for |ω| ≥ 1 , (B4)
and F˜ (0) = 0 [43]. From Eq. (B1) we get
V(µ)α(1)V†(µ) = α(1) + iµ [D(0), α(1)] + . . . . (B5)
The commutator results in
[D(µ = 0), α(1)] = i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt
eiHJ t∑
h6=e
F [(mh −me)t]χA(h−1)θh(1)e−iHJ t, U†(1)

= i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt eiHJ t
∑
h6=e
F [(mh −me)t]χA(h−1)θh(1)U†(1)
(
1−D†(h))
 e−iHJ t
= i
∑
h 6=e
χA(h−1)θh(1)U†(1)
(
1−D†(h)) ∫ +∞
−∞
dt F [(mh −me)t]e−iJ(Tr[U(2)CU
†(1)(D†(h)−1)+H.c.])t . (B6)
We expressed all the terms in the previous relations as a function of the flux operators U†(1) = α(1) and
χA(h−1)θh(1) = TrA
[
β†h(2)αh(1)
]
D†(h). The weak zero-energy modes are defined based on their commutation
relation (71) with the Hamiltonian projected on the ground-state manifold. Therefore we can specialize the previous
expressions by considering their effect on the ground states of H only. To the purpose of evaluating the first order
correction in (B5), we can consider in turn the effect of the commutator on the ground states of HJ , since dealing
with the eigenstates of H would imply the introduction of a further correction of order µ/J based on the relation
P (µ) ≈ P (0) + iµ [D(0), P (0)], where P (µ) is the projection operator onto the ground state manifold for finite µ.
Under this assumption, in the case C = 1, we obtain
[D(µ = 0), α(1)]P (µ) ≈ i
∑
h6=e
χA(h−1)θh(1)U†(1)
(
1−D†(h))P (0)∫ +∞
−∞
dt F [(mh −me)t]ei(mh−me)t +O(µ/J) .
(B7)
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After considering this ground-state restriction, by applying Eq. (B4) and considering that F˜ (1) ≈ −1, we finally
obtain
V(µ)α(1)V†(µ) = U†(1) +
∑
h6=e
µ
mh −meχ
A(h−1)θh(1)U†(1)
(
1−D†(h)) +O(µ2
J2
)
. (B8)
This relation corresponds to Eq. (75) once we express the θ and U† operators in terms of the dyonic modes. We also
observe that this first-order correction coincides with the first-order term Λ(1) in Eq. (86) when we apply the strong
zero-energy mode to the ground-state manifold of HJ in the limit C → 1. The case with a general C matrix in the
Hamiltonian can be investigated with the same approach. The final result indeed matches Λ(1) in Eq. (86).
For C = 1, a similar calculation can be performed for the right edge modes. For this purpose, it is necessary to
generalize the functional F(t). Instead of considering the set of functions F (mh − me)t in Eq. (B3), we define F
based on a set of operators fJ :
F (∂µH) = −
∑
r
∑
h6=e
F (fJ(h, r)t)χ
A(h−1)θh(r) , (B9)
where
fJ(h, r) = HJ − θh(r)HJθ†h(r) . (B10)
The role of the operators fJ is to extract the correct spectral gap of the unperturbed Hamiltonian HJ to be associated
with each term of ∂µH.
The key property in the definition (B9) is that both F (∂µH) and the resulting D(0) commute with the string
operator Lg(L) appearing in βg(2L). By exploiting this property and [βg(2L), HJ ] = 0, we get
[D(µ = 0), βg(2L)]P (µ) ≈ i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt
eiHJ t ∑
r,h 6=e
F [fJ(h, r)t]χ
A(h−1)θh(r)e−iHJ t,Lg(L)U†(L)
P (0)
= i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt
∑
r,h 6=e
eifJ (h,r)tF [fJ(h, r)t]χ
A(h−1)θh(r),Lg(L)U†(L)
P (0)
= iLg(L)
∑
h6=e
∫ +∞
−∞
dt eifJ (h,L)tF [fJ(h, L)t]χ
A(h−1)
[
θh(L), U
†(L)
]
P (0)
= −i
∑
h 6=e
Lg(L)U†(L) [D(h)− 1]
∫ +∞
−∞
dt eifJ (h,L)tF [fJ(h, L)t]χ
A(h−1)θh(L)P (0)
≈ i
∑
h6=e
Lg(L)U†(L) [D(h)− 1]χA(h−1)θh(L) 1
mh −meP (0) . (B11)
Thanks to the definitions (B9) and (B10), the last line holds also for C 6= 1 and can be derived by commuting fJ
with θh and applying it to the projector P (0). We conclude, in general:
V(µ)βg(2L)V†(µ) = βg(2L) + βg(2L)
∑
h6=e
µ
mh −me (D(h)− 1) TrK TrA
[
β†h(2)αh(1)D
K†(h)
]
+O
(
µ2
J2
)
, (B12)
which is also consistent with the form of the right zero-energy strong-mode (104) applied to the unperturbed ground
states.
Appendix C: The weak modes at the interface
between nontopological and topological regions
The analysis in Sec. IV assumes a finite and uniform
chain in its topological phase with µ  J . For µ = 0,
the left zero-energy mode is α(1) which, based on the
definition (45), does not carry a Jordan-Wigner string,
and, consequently, a group element index. This property
is inherited by all the left weak zero-energy modes defined
by adiabatic continuation in Appendix B and it holds
also for the calculation of the strong zero-energy modes
in Sec. IV.
In this Appendix we analyze what happens when we
consider a boundary between a nontopological region, lo-
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FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the interface between
trivial (r < 1) and topological (r ≥ 1) interface. The dot-
ted/full lines represent weak/strong couplings and the result-
ing weak zero-energy modes is localized around αg(1).
cated at r < 1 and a topological region at r ≥ 1. In this
case, the system is infinitely extended in both directions
and the Jordan-Wigner strings must be redefined by ex-
tending them to r = −∞: Lg(r) =
∏r
x=−∞Θg(x) where
the product is an ordered product generalizing Eq. (41).
We model the system through the Hamiltonian
H = HL(µL, JL) +HR(µR, JR) (C1)
where the left Hamiltonian HL is defined for r < 1 and is
in the trivial regime µL  JL, whereas the right Hamil-
tonian HR is defined in the topological region r ≥ 1 with
µR  JR (see Fig. 9). For µR = JL = 0, the op-
erators αg(1) do not appear in H and constitute zero-
energy modes. In the following we will discuss how these
zero-energy modes evolve quasiadiabatically, at first or-
der, when introducing perturbations given by JL and µR.
The unperturbed Hamiltonians HL(µL, 0) and
HR(0, JR) commute, since they are defined in nonover-
lapping domains. This makes it possible to evaluate
the two first-order contributions resulting in Eq. (B5)
separately. The contribution given by µR coincides
with the result in Eq. (B8). Therefore we focus on the
introduction of JL only. For ease of notation we drop
the subscript L referring to the domain r < 1. The
operator D(J = 0) is defined as
D(J = 0) = i
∫ +∞
−∞
dteiHµtF (∆t)
×
[∑
r<1
(
Tr
[
U(r + 1)CU†(r)
]
+ H.c.
)]
e−iHµt (C2)
Since we are interested in the weak modes, the operator
∆ represents the gap caused by the application of the
plaquette operators over the ground states of Hµ. By
using the projectors (28) we can rewrite
Hµ = − µ|G|
dimA
∑
r<1
ΠA(r) , (C3)
therefore the ground states of Hµ corresponds to states in
which all the sites in the ladder model are in an arbitrary
state |Aab〉. We conclude that the gap operator ∆ can
be defined as
∆ =
µ|G|
dimA
∑
r<1
(
1−ΠA(r)) . (C4)
We observe that the projector over the ground states of
Hµ is P (J = 0) =
∏
r<1 Π
A(r) and it commutes with
αg(1). Therefore, by following the approach in Appendix
B, we obtain
[D(J = 0), αg(1)]P (J) ≈ i
∫ +∞
−∞
dtF (∆t)ei∆t
[(
Tr
[
U(1)CU†(0)
]
+ H.c.
)
,Lg(0)
]
U†(1)P (0)
= −idimA
µ|G|
(
1−ΠA(0)) (Tr [U(1)CU†(0) (1−D†(g))]+ H.c.)αg(1)P (0) (C5)
where we exploited that F˜ (0) = 0. The first-order correction to αg(1) on the trivial region results in
V(JL)αg(1)V†(JL) = αg(1) + JL dimA
µL|G|
(
1−ΠA(0)) (Tr [U(1)CU†(0) (1−D†(g))]+ H.c.)αg(1) +O(J2L
µ2L
)
. (C6)
This relation can be fully recast in a local form as a func-
tion of the operators αg(1), αg(−1) and βg(0) and it sug-
gests that, under quasiadiabatic evolution, the weak zero-
energy modes at the interfaces between topological and
nontopological regions maintain their locality. A simi-
lar approach can be applied to estimate the strong-zero
energy modes at such interface. Also, in this case, the
left modes acquire a group index g and the result is fully
dyonic.
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  11<latexit sha1_base64="1BTIWqaUN FBjDBdm0vCxVoTvIyM=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16kZwEyyCqzIRQZdFN y4r2Ad0xiGTybShmWRIMkIZ6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xrSdhbYeCBzOOZebe6KMM20 879tZWl5ZXVuvbFQ3t7Z3dt29/baWuSK0RSSXqhthTTkTtGWY4bSbKYrTiNNON Lye+J0HqjST4s6MMhqkuC9Ywgg2VgrdQ5/bcIxDdF/42QALI9MCjdE4dGte3Zs CLhJUkhoo0QzdLz+WJE+pMIRjrXvIy0xQYGUY4XRc9XNNM0yGuE97lgqcUh0U0 wvG8MQqMUyksk8YOFV/TxQ41XqURjaZYjPQ895E/M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQWaLkpx DI+GkDhgzRYnhI0swUcz+FZIBVpgYW1rVloDmT14k7bM68uro9rzWuCrrqIAjc AxOAQIXoAFuQBO0AAGP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2PWXTJKWcOwB84nz+EeZbr</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="1BTIWqaUN FBjDBdm0vCxVoTvIyM=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16kZwEyyCqzIRQZdFN y4r2Ad0xiGTybShmWRIMkIZ6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xrSdhbYeCBzOOZebe6KMM20 879tZWl5ZXVuvbFQ3t7Z3dt29/baWuSK0RSSXqhthTTkTtGWY4bSbKYrTiNNON Lye+J0HqjST4s6MMhqkuC9Ywgg2VgrdQ5/bcIxDdF/42QALI9MCjdE4dGte3Zs CLhJUkhoo0QzdLz+WJE+pMIRjrXvIy0xQYGUY4XRc9XNNM0yGuE97lgqcUh0U0 wvG8MQqMUyksk8YOFV/TxQ41XqURjaZYjPQ895E/M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQWaLkpx DI+GkDhgzRYnhI0swUcz+FZIBVpgYW1rVloDmT14k7bM68uro9rzWuCrrqIAjc AxOAQIXoAFuQBO0AAGP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2PWXTJKWcOwB84nz+EeZbr</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="1BTIWqaUN FBjDBdm0vCxVoTvIyM=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16kZwEyyCqzIRQZdFN y4r2Ad0xiGTybShmWRIMkIZ6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xrSdhbYeCBzOOZebe6KMM20 879tZWl5ZXVuvbFQ3t7Z3dt29/baWuSK0RSSXqhthTTkTtGWY4bSbKYrTiNNON Lye+J0HqjST4s6MMhqkuC9Ywgg2VgrdQ5/bcIxDdF/42QALI9MCjdE4dGte3Zs CLhJUkhoo0QzdLz+WJE+pMIRjrXvIy0xQYGUY4XRc9XNNM0yGuE97lgqcUh0U0 wvG8MQqMUyksk8YOFV/TxQ41XqURjaZYjPQ895E/M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQWaLkpx DI+GkDhgzRYnhI0swUcz+FZIBVpgYW1rVloDmT14k7bM68uro9rzWuCrrqIAjc AxOAQIXoAFuQBO0AAGP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2PWXTJKWcOwB84nz+EeZbr</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="1BTIWqaUN FBjDBdm0vCxVoTvIyM=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16kZwEyyCqzIRQZdFN y4r2Ad0xiGTybShmWRIMkIZ6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xrSdhbYeCBzOOZebe6KMM20 879tZWl5ZXVuvbFQ3t7Z3dt29/baWuSK0RSSXqhthTTkTtGWY4bSbKYrTiNNON Lye+J0HqjST4s6MMhqkuC9Ywgg2VgrdQ5/bcIxDdF/42QALI9MCjdE4dGte3Zs CLhJUkhoo0QzdLz+WJE+pMIRjrXvIy0xQYGUY4XRc9XNNM0yGuE97lgqcUh0U0 wvG8MQqMUyksk8YOFV/TxQ41XqURjaZYjPQ895E/M/r5Sa5DAomstxQQWaLkpx DI+GkDhgzRYnhI0swUcz+FZIBVpgYW1rVloDmT14k7bM68uro9rzWuCrrqIAjc AxOAQIXoAFuQBO0AAGP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2PWXTJKWcOwB84nz+EeZbr</latex it>
  21<latexit sha1_base64="hqkrPIO+/0 7aBd2dJFb2GBEORlo=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkqmCLosunF ZwT6giWEymbRDJzNhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHO5c0+YMqq0635 blZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/eP+gqkUlMOlgwIfshUoRRTjqaakb6qSQoCRnphePrqd 97IFJRwe/0JCV+goacxhQjbaTAPvKYCUcogPe5l44Q1yLJYdEsArvuNtwZnGUCS 1IHJdqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpNQAuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4jIZkYChHCVF+PrugcE6N EjmxkOZx7czU3xM5SpSaJKFJJkiP1KI3Ff/zBpmOL/2c8jTThOP5ojhjjhbOtA4n opJgzSaGICyp+auDR0girE1pNVMCXDx5mXSbDeg24O15vXVV1lEFx+AEnAEILkA L3IA26AAMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH/NoxSpnDsEfWJ8/hf6W7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hqkrPIO+/0 7aBd2dJFb2GBEORlo=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkqmCLosunF ZwT6giWEymbRDJzNhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHO5c0+YMqq0635 blZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/eP+gqkUlMOlgwIfshUoRRTjqaakb6qSQoCRnphePrqd 97IFJRwe/0JCV+goacxhQjbaTAPvKYCUcogPe5l44Q1yLJYdEsArvuNtwZnGUCS 1IHJdqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpNQAuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4jIZkYChHCVF+PrugcE6N EjmxkOZx7czU3xM5SpSaJKFJJkiP1KI3Ff/zBpmOL/2c8jTThOP5ojhjjhbOtA4n opJgzSaGICyp+auDR0girE1pNVMCXDx5mXSbDeg24O15vXVV1lEFx+AEnAEILkA L3IA26AAMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH/NoxSpnDsEfWJ8/hf6W7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hqkrPIO+/0 7aBd2dJFb2GBEORlo=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkqmCLosunF ZwT6giWEymbRDJzNhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHO5c0+YMqq0635 blZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/eP+gqkUlMOlgwIfshUoRRTjqaakb6qSQoCRnphePrqd 97IFJRwe/0JCV+goacxhQjbaTAPvKYCUcogPe5l44Q1yLJYdEsArvuNtwZnGUCS 1IHJdqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpNQAuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4jIZkYChHCVF+PrugcE6N EjmxkOZx7czU3xM5SpSaJKFJJkiP1KI3Ff/zBpmOL/2c8jTThOP5ojhjjhbOtA4n opJgzSaGICyp+auDR0girE1pNVMCXDx5mXSbDeg24O15vXVV1lEFx+AEnAEILkA L3IA26AAMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH/NoxSpnDsEfWJ8/hf6W7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hqkrPIO+/0 7aBd2dJFb2GBEORlo=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkqmCLosunF ZwT6giWEymbRDJzNhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHO5c0+YMqq0635 blZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/eP+gqkUlMOlgwIfshUoRRTjqaakb6qSQoCRnphePrqd 97IFJRwe/0JCV+goacxhQjbaTAPvKYCUcogPe5l44Q1yLJYdEsArvuNtwZnGUCS 1IHJdqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpNQAuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4jIZkYChHCVF+PrugcE6N EjmxkOZx7czU3xM5SpSaJKFJJkiP1KI3Ff/zBpmOL/2c8jTThOP5ojhjjhbOtA4n opJgzSaGICyp+auDR0girE1pNVMCXDx5mXSbDeg24O15vXVV1lEFx+AEnAEILkA L3IA26AAMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH/NoxSpnDsEfWJ8/hf6W7A==</latexit>
  31<latexit sha1_base64="kG9r5D2Tr1 WvnbPPBaPJ/RUSSP8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkpGBV0W3bi sYB/QxDCZTNqhk5kwMxFKiBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrncuSdMGVXadb+ tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7nWUyCQmbSyYkL0QKcIoJ21NNSO9VBKUhIx0w9H1xO 8+EKmo4Hd6nBI/QQNOY4qRNlJgH3jMhCMUwPvcS4eIa5HksDgrArvuNtwpnEUCS 1IHJVqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpFQfuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4hAakbyhHCVF+Pr2gcI6N EjmxkOZx7UzV3xM5SpQaJ6FJJkgP1bw3Ef/z+pmOL/2c8jTThOPZojhjjhbOpA4n opJgzcaGICyp+auDh0girE1pNVMCnD95kXROG9BtwNvzevOqrKMKDsEROAEQXIA muAEt0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmbRilXO7IM/sD5/AIeDlu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kG9r5D2Tr1 WvnbPPBaPJ/RUSSP8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkpGBV0W3bi sYB/QxDCZTNqhk5kwMxFKiBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrncuSdMGVXadb+ tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7nWUyCQmbSyYkL0QKcIoJ21NNSO9VBKUhIx0w9H1xO 8+EKmo4Hd6nBI/QQNOY4qRNlJgH3jMhCMUwPvcS4eIa5HksDgrArvuNtwpnEUCS 1IHJVqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpFQfuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4hAakbyhHCVF+Pr2gcI6N EjmxkOZx7UzV3xM5SpQaJ6FJJkgP1bw3Ef/z+pmOL/2c8jTThOPZojhjjhbOpA4n opJgzcaGICyp+auDh0girE1pNVMCnD95kXROG9BtwNvzevOqrKMKDsEROAEQXIA muAEt0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmbRilXO7IM/sD5/AIeDlu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kG9r5D2Tr1 WvnbPPBaPJ/RUSSP8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkpGBV0W3bi sYB/QxDCZTNqhk5kwMxFKiBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrncuSdMGVXadb+ tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7nWUyCQmbSyYkL0QKcIoJ21NNSO9VBKUhIx0w9H1xO 8+EKmo4Hd6nBI/QQNOY4qRNlJgH3jMhCMUwPvcS4eIa5HksDgrArvuNtwpnEUCS 1IHJVqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpFQfuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4hAakbyhHCVF+Pr2gcI6N EjmxkOZx7UzV3xM5SpQaJ6FJJkgP1bw3Ef/z+pmOL/2c8jTThOPZojhjjhbOpA4n opJgzcaGICyp+auDh0girE1pNVMCnD95kXROG9BtwNvzevOqrKMKDsEROAEQXIA muAEt0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmbRilXO7IM/sD5/AIeDlu0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kG9r5D2Tr1 WvnbPPBaPJ/RUSSP8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIrkpGBV0W3bi sYB/QxDCZTNqhk5kwMxFKiBt/xY0LRdz6F+78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrncuSdMGVXadb+ tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7nWUyCQmbSyYkL0QKcIoJ21NNSO9VBKUhIx0w9H1xO 8+EKmo4Hd6nBI/QQNOY4qRNlJgH3jMhCMUwPvcS4eIa5HksDgrArvuNtwpnEUCS 1IHJVqB/eVFAmcJ4RozpFQfuqn2cyQ1xYwUNS9TJEV4hAakbyhHCVF+Pr2gcI6N EjmxkOZx7UzV3xM5SpQaJ6FJJkgP1bw3Ef/z+pmOL/2c8jTThOPZojhjjhbOpA4n opJgzcaGICyp+auDh0girE1pNVMCnD95kXROG9BtwNvzevOqrKMKDsEROAEQXIA muAEt0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PmbRilXO7IM/sD5/AIeDlu0=</latexit>  
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2<latexit sha1_base64="/jPpyr0rSZuW3//Jo6tiru3f1ww=">AAACq3icjVF LS8NAEN7EV62vqEcvwVIoiCUbBD0WvXiSivaBTSyb7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6cP8Gb/8Ztm0Of4MDCN998M7MzEySMSuU4v4a5s7u3f1A6LB8dn5yeWecXbRmnApMWjlksu gGShFFOWooqRrqJICgKGOkE46dpvPNFhKQxf1eThPgRGnIaUoyUpvrWd9VjWj1A/Qx6yQhxFUcZzGH+mS25Nxtlyyo3L/+nmLul2GrPLf3dRZmrq/WtilN3ZmavA1i ACiis2bd+vEGM04hwhRmSsgedRPkZEopiRvQQqSQJwmM0JD0NOYqI9LPZrnO7qpmBHcZCP67sGbuYkaFIykkUaGWE1EiuxqbkplgvVeGDn1GepIpwPG8UpsxWsT09 nD2ggmDFJhogLKj+q41HSCCs9HnLeglwdeR10Hbr0KnD17tK47FYRwlcgWtQAxDcgwZ4Bk3QAtioGS9Gx+iat+ab+WF6c6lpFDmXYMlM8gdVGNaV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jPpyr0rSZuW3//Jo6tiru3f1ww=">AAACq3icjVF LS8NAEN7EV62vqEcvwVIoiCUbBD0WvXiSivaBTSyb7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6cP8Gb/8Ztm0Of4MDCN998M7MzEySMSuU4v4a5s7u3f1A6LB8dn5yeWecXbRmnApMWjlksu gGShFFOWooqRrqJICgKGOkE46dpvPNFhKQxf1eThPgRGnIaUoyUpvrWd9VjWj1A/Qx6yQhxFUcZzGH+mS25Nxtlyyo3L/+nmLul2GrPLf3dRZmrq/WtilN3ZmavA1i ACiis2bd+vEGM04hwhRmSsgedRPkZEopiRvQQqSQJwmM0JD0NOYqI9LPZrnO7qpmBHcZCP67sGbuYkaFIykkUaGWE1EiuxqbkplgvVeGDn1GepIpwPG8UpsxWsT09 nD2ggmDFJhogLKj+q41HSCCs9HnLeglwdeR10Hbr0KnD17tK47FYRwlcgWtQAxDcgwZ4Bk3QAtioGS9Gx+iat+ab+WF6c6lpFDmXYMlM8gdVGNaV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jPpyr0rSZuW3//Jo6tiru3f1ww=">AAACq3icjVF LS8NAEN7EV62vqEcvwVIoiCUbBD0WvXiSivaBTSyb7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6cP8Gb/8Ztm0Of4MDCN998M7MzEySMSuU4v4a5s7u3f1A6LB8dn5yeWecXbRmnApMWjlksu gGShFFOWooqRrqJICgKGOkE46dpvPNFhKQxf1eThPgRGnIaUoyUpvrWd9VjWj1A/Qx6yQhxFUcZzGH+mS25Nxtlyyo3L/+nmLul2GrPLf3dRZmrq/WtilN3ZmavA1i ACiis2bd+vEGM04hwhRmSsgedRPkZEopiRvQQqSQJwmM0JD0NOYqI9LPZrnO7qpmBHcZCP67sGbuYkaFIykkUaGWE1EiuxqbkplgvVeGDn1GepIpwPG8UpsxWsT09 nD2ggmDFJhogLKj+q41HSCCs9HnLeglwdeR10Hbr0KnD17tK47FYRwlcgWtQAxDcgwZ4Bk3QAtioGS9Gx+iat+ab+WF6c6lpFDmXYMlM8gdVGNaV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jPpyr0rSZuW3//Jo6tiru3f1ww=">AAACq3icjVF LS8NAEN7EV62vqEcvwVIoiCUbBD0WvXiSivaBTSyb7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6cP8Gb/8Ztm0Of4MDCN998M7MzEySMSuU4v4a5s7u3f1A6LB8dn5yeWecXbRmnApMWjlksu gGShFFOWooqRrqJICgKGOkE46dpvPNFhKQxf1eThPgRGnIaUoyUpvrWd9VjWj1A/Qx6yQhxFUcZzGH+mS25Nxtlyyo3L/+nmLul2GrPLf3dRZmrq/WtilN3ZmavA1i ACiis2bd+vEGM04hwhRmSsgedRPkZEopiRvQQqSQJwmM0JD0NOYqI9LPZrnO7qpmBHcZCP67sGbuYkaFIykkUaGWE1EiuxqbkplgvVeGDn1GepIpwPG8UpsxWsT09 nD2ggmDFJhogLKj+q41HSCCs9HnLeglwdeR10Hbr0KnD17tK47FYRwlcgWtQAxDcgwZ4Bk3QAtioGS9Gx+iat+ab+WF6c6lpFDmXYMlM8gdVGNaV</latexit>  
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3
<latexit sha1_base64="TVV5dOBy83+faqdwtGwCCtxF9qo=">AAADFnicjVL LSgMxFM2Mr1pfrS7dDJaCoJTJVNBl0Y3LCvYB7VgyadoGM5khyQhlmK9w46+4caGIW3Hn35g+Fp0+wAuBk3vOfSZeyKhUtv1rmGvrG5tbme3szu7e/kEuf1iXQSQw qeGABaLpIUkY5aSmqGKkGQqCfI+Rhvd4M+IbT0RIGvB7NQyJ66M+pz2KkdKuTt44L7aZlndRJ4btcIC4CvwYJjB5iFPXs6WytMpJsv/K5qzINl90RQPOrMwZVV2az Vk9grOqqJOSlWepsqY6uYJdssdmLQI4BQUwtWon99PuBjjyCVeYISlb0A6VGyOhKGZENx5JEiL8iPqkpSFHPpFuPH7WxCpqT9fqBUIfrqyxdzYiRr6UQ9/TSh+pgZ znRs5lXCtSvSs3pjyMFOF4UqgXMUsF1uiPWF0qCFZsqAHCgupeLTxAAmGlf1JWLwHOj7wI6k4J2iV4d1GoXE/XkQHH4AScAgguQQXcgiqoAWw8G6/Gu/Fhvphv5qf 5NZGaxjTmCKTM/P4D/okCkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TVV5dOBy83+faqdwtGwCCtxF9qo=">AAADFnicjVL LSgMxFM2Mr1pfrS7dDJaCoJTJVNBl0Y3LCvYB7VgyadoGM5khyQhlmK9w46+4caGIW3Hn35g+Fp0+wAuBk3vOfSZeyKhUtv1rmGvrG5tbme3szu7e/kEuf1iXQSQw qeGABaLpIUkY5aSmqGKkGQqCfI+Rhvd4M+IbT0RIGvB7NQyJ66M+pz2KkdKuTt44L7aZlndRJ4btcIC4CvwYJjB5iFPXs6WytMpJsv/K5qzINl90RQPOrMwZVV2az Vk9grOqqJOSlWepsqY6uYJdssdmLQI4BQUwtWon99PuBjjyCVeYISlb0A6VGyOhKGZENx5JEiL8iPqkpSFHPpFuPH7WxCpqT9fqBUIfrqyxdzYiRr6UQ9/TSh+pgZ znRs5lXCtSvSs3pjyMFOF4UqgXMUsF1uiPWF0qCFZsqAHCgupeLTxAAmGlf1JWLwHOj7wI6k4J2iV4d1GoXE/XkQHH4AScAgguQQXcgiqoAWw8G6/Gu/Fhvphv5qf 5NZGaxjTmCKTM/P4D/okCkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TVV5dOBy83+faqdwtGwCCtxF9qo=">AAADFnicjVL LSgMxFM2Mr1pfrS7dDJaCoJTJVNBl0Y3LCvYB7VgyadoGM5khyQhlmK9w46+4caGIW3Hn35g+Fp0+wAuBk3vOfSZeyKhUtv1rmGvrG5tbme3szu7e/kEuf1iXQSQw qeGABaLpIUkY5aSmqGKkGQqCfI+Rhvd4M+IbT0RIGvB7NQyJ66M+pz2KkdKuTt44L7aZlndRJ4btcIC4CvwYJjB5iFPXs6WytMpJsv/K5qzINl90RQPOrMwZVV2az Vk9grOqqJOSlWepsqY6uYJdssdmLQI4BQUwtWon99PuBjjyCVeYISlb0A6VGyOhKGZENx5JEiL8iPqkpSFHPpFuPH7WxCpqT9fqBUIfrqyxdzYiRr6UQ9/TSh+pgZ znRs5lXCtSvSs3pjyMFOF4UqgXMUsF1uiPWF0qCFZsqAHCgupeLTxAAmGlf1JWLwHOj7wI6k4J2iV4d1GoXE/XkQHH4AScAgguQQXcgiqoAWw8G6/Gu/Fhvphv5qf 5NZGaxjTmCKTM/P4D/okCkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TVV5dOBy83+faqdwtGwCCtxF9qo=">AAADFnicjVL LSgMxFM2Mr1pfrS7dDJaCoJTJVNBl0Y3LCvYB7VgyadoGM5khyQhlmK9w46+4caGIW3Hn35g+Fp0+wAuBk3vOfSZeyKhUtv1rmGvrG5tbme3szu7e/kEuf1iXQSQw qeGABaLpIUkY5aSmqGKkGQqCfI+Rhvd4M+IbT0RIGvB7NQyJ66M+pz2KkdKuTt44L7aZlndRJ4btcIC4CvwYJjB5iFPXs6WytMpJsv/K5qzINl90RQPOrMwZVV2az Vk9grOqqJOSlWepsqY6uYJdssdmLQI4BQUwtWon99PuBjjyCVeYISlb0A6VGyOhKGZENx5JEiL8iPqkpSFHPpFuPH7WxCpqT9fqBUIfrqyxdzYiRr6UQ9/TSh+pgZ znRs5lXCtSvSs3pjyMFOF4UqgXMUsF1uiPWF0qCFZsqAHCgupeLTxAAmGlf1JWLwHOj7wI6k4J2iV4d1GoXE/XkQHH4AScAgguQQXcgiqoAWw8G6/Gu/Fhvphv5qf 5NZGaxjTmCKTM/P4D/okCkQ==</latexit>
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FIG. 10. Diagram of the structure of the terms at each order
in µ
J
. For a given term, its commutator with Hµ is canceled
by the subsequent terms’ commutator with HJ . The nota-
tion keeps track of which term is derived from this. At each
successive order the support may be extended compared to
the previous step, in which case a lower index is added. If
the support is unchanged, an upper index is added instead.
The sum of all the indices gives the order of the term in µ
J
,
and the support of a given term is given by the sum of lower
indices plus one.
Appendix D: Inner term of the zero modes
In Sec. IV D, we discussed the resonances appearing in
the definition of the outer modes Λout,n. Here we inves-
tigate the behavior of the inner modes. To this purpose
it is necessary to refine our definition of the inner part of
the commutators Cn and of the inner modes Λin,n.
We introduce the notation c a2 ...a1 a3 ... to label all the
terms of the commutator Cn appearing at level n =
∑
i ai
in the iteration process. The set a1, a2, . . . an is an or-
dered partition of n where lower and upper indices refer
to the number of consecutive times that the outer or in-
ner operators θ have been considered in the definition of
this contribution of the commutator Cn. In particular
cn ≡ Cout,n, whereas all the other contributions belong
to Cin,n.
To define in detail c a2 ...a1 a3 ..., let us consider first the
second order of iteration. The operator C2 can be de-
composed into:
c2 = −µ
[
Λ1,
∑
h2
θh2(2)
]
= Cout,2 , (D1)
c 11 = −µ
[
Λ1,
∑
k1
θk1(1)
]
= Cin,2 . (D2)
The notation for c 11 refers to the fact that, in the first
order of iteration, we considered the outermost θ operator
available (θh1(1)) in this case, whereas in the second order
of iteration, we considered the commutator with the inner
term θk1(1).
In a similar way, we can define different contributions
for the inner part of the strong mode Λin,n. In particular,
we build the following operators:
λ2 = Λout,2 such that [λ2, HJ ] = −c2 , (D3)
λ 11 = Λin,2 such that
[
λ 11 , HJ
]
= −c 11 . (D4)
In the following iteration steps, we can define
cn = −µ
[
λn−1,
∑
hn
θhn(n)
]
= Cout,n , (D5)
c 1n−1 (r) = −µ
[
λn−1,
∑
k1
θk1(r)
]
, (D6)
c 2n−2 (r1, r2) = −µ
[
λ 1n−2 (r1),
∑
k2
θk2(r2)
]
. (D7)
More in general, given λ a2 ...a1 a3 ..., we will define a set of
commutators c a2 ...a1 a3 ..., increasing the last upper index
when considering the commutator with an inner θ opera-
tor, and increasing the last lower index when considering
the commutator with an outer θ operator. If the last in-
dex is not of the type which is increased, a new index of
1 is added at that position instead.
The construction of λ a2 ...a1 a3 ... follows accordingly,
based on the relation[
λ a2 ...a1 a3 ..., HJ
]
= −
∑
r1...
c a2 ...a1 a3 ...(r1, . . .) , (D8)
where we are summing over all the possible position in-
dices of the inner part of the commutator.
This construction implies that the modes λ a2 ...a1 a3 ...
have support in the first ain = a1 + a3 + a5 + . . . sites
of the flux-ladder model, and they range from α(1) to
α(2ain + 1).
This construction is summarized in Fig. 10. We ob-
serve that the order of the indices matters, so each term
in Figure 10 at any given order are in general not equal.
Because of the factor U†(1) in λn there is a difference
between c 1n (1) and c
1
n (j) for n ≥ j > 1. To get an idea
of the structure of all these many terms it is illustrative
to calculate a few of them, and by using (97) we see
32
c 12 (1) = −
µ3
J2
∑
h1,h2 6=e
∑
k1 6=e
χA(h−11 )χ
A(h−12 )χ
A(k−11 )
[
F˜1F2θh1(1)θh2(2)U
†(1)(D†(h1)− 1), θk1(1)
]
= −µ
3
J2
∑
h1,h2 6=e
∑
k1 6=e
χA(h−11 )χ
A(h−12 )χ
A(k−11 )
(
F˜1F2θh1k1(1)θh2(2)U
†(1)D†(k1)(D†(h1)− 1)
− G˜1(k1, 1)G2(k1, 1)θk1h1(1)θh2(2)U†(1)(D†(h1)− 1)
)
, (D9)
where
G˜1(k1, 1) = θk1(1)F˜1θ
†
k1
(1)
=
( (
Tr[U(2)CU†(1)D(k1)
(
D(h1)− 1
)
+ H.c.]
)−1 − (Tr[U(2)CU†(1)D(k1)(D(h1)− 1)D†(h2) + H.c.])−1 ), (D10)
and
G2(k1, 1) = θk1(1)F2θ
†
k1
(1)
=
(
Tr[U(2)CU†(1)D(k1)(D(h1h
−1
2 )− 1) + H.c.] + Tr[U(3)CU†(2)(D(h2)− 1) + H.c.]
)
. (D11)
The crucial point to notice is that no new conditions are required on the Hamiltonian in order have this term
finite. The next order correction λ 12 (1) is also finite, since the only difference from (D9) is that the two terms
have an added factor of
(
[θh1k1(1)θh2(2), Hj ](θh1k1(1)θh2(2))
−1)−1 and ([θk1h1(1)θh2(2), Hj ](θk1h1(1)θh2(2))−1)−1,
respectively. There is a subtlety we should address however. If for instance we look at c 22 (1, 2), there are commutators
of the form
[θh1k1(1)θh2k2(2), HJ ]
=
(
Tr(U(2)CU†(1)
(
D(h1k1(h2k2)
−1 − 1)+ H.c.) + (Tr(U(3)CU†(2) (D(h2k2 − 1) + H.c.)) θh1k1(1)θh2k2(2), (D12)
and the above is zero for k2 = h
−1
2 and k1 = h
−1
1 . There-
fore, when constructing λ 22 (1, 2) we would only have to
sum over the k1 and k2 such that c
2
2 (1, 2) 6= 0.
In conclusion, all the inner terms can be expressed as
the sum of terms similar to the outer modes, through a
redefinition of the domain and the correct conjugations
of the F functions generating suitable G functions. As
long as Fn and F˜n are bounded, their conjugated coun-
terparts Gn and G˜n are as well, and all the inner terms
are well-defined to all orders. All the F and G operators
assume the general form (
∑
i(mgi −mhi))−1 in the group
element basis, and the only resonances which may appear
are the ones described in Sec. IV D. Consequently, the
inclusion of the inner modes does not qualitatively mod-
ify the general behavior of the decay of the strong modes
in the bulk.
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